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HE coolie who taps for latex and the furnace-man 

fees fires the Zinc Oxide furnaces are both important 

factors in the manufacture of tires. 

It may be that neither realizes how his product is to 

be used. But each must do his particular job in accord- 

ance with standards rigidly adhered to. . 

The fact that The New Jersey Zinc Company is the 

world’s largest manufacturer of Zinc Oxide makes possible 

volume production and process control not attainable in 

the production of lesser quantities. That is why The 

New Jersey Zinc Company's Zinc Oxide and Albalith 

are so conspicuously uniform. 

The New Jersey Zinc Company 
EStablished 1848 

160 Front Street, New York City 
cwicaco PITTSBURGH SAN FRANCISCO CLEVELAND 

Mineral Point Zinc Company - The New Jersey Zinc Sales Co. 
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SIR GEDDES ATTENDS 
DUNLOP SALES MEETING 

Tendered Dinner by Members of Sales and 

Building Division Believes Balloon 

Tires More Ap’plicable at Present Time 

to England than to America. 

Sir Eric Geddes, chairman of the board 
of world-wide Dunlop activities was a 
recent visitor to the Dunlop Tire & 
Rubber Company at Buffalo, N. Y. 
During his visit he attended a conference 

ef divisional sales managers of the com- 
pany and was guest of honor at a dinner 
tondered him June 30 at the Hotel 
Stat'er by members of the sales and build- 
ing divisions of Dunlop. The occasion of 
Sir Erie’s coming was his annual visit as 
chairman, to the American plant. 

Declaring that he believed the balloon 
tire was here to stay he said the dough- 

nut type shoes were somewhat more ap- 
plicable to England than to America at 
this time, because there, light cars with 
short wheel base are used, and balloons 

make them comfortable. Twenty 
per cent more tires are being used in 
England this year than last, he said ad- 
ding that the number of machines is 

steadily increasing. 
“Our earnings for the past eighteen 

months, after charges and depreciation 
available for dividends, amount to 
1,500,000 pounds sterling. 

“Dunlop, England is running more than 
fifty per cent ahead of last year. We 
are now producing more than ninety per 
cent of British-manufactured tires sold 
in England, and we are producing about 
fifty per cent of all tires sold there. 

“Tire prices in England should remain 
firm, and I look for no immediate change. 
The Stevenson plan does not seem to be 
giving desired results. If the Stevenson 
plan is applied now, the price of crude 
rubber will rise because the plan is based 
on the law of supply and demand.” 

To interviewers and to the “Dunlopers” 
attending the dinner in his honor, Sir 

Eric was enthusiastic about the advances 
of the American works during the past 
eighteen months. 

“Earnings of our American company 
in Buffalo are coming along very satis- 
tactorily,” he declared. 

Pointing out the progress of American 

Dunlop, Sir Erie described it as a sep- 
arate entity, and said that it was bound 
to be a great success. 

more 

NEW RUBBER SOLUTION 
FOR ROAD SURFACING 

Experiments are being conducted 
in Ceylon by the Colombo munici- 
pality in the use of rubber as a road- 
surface dressing. According to the 
British Trade Journal, the solution 
is made from bark and serap rubber. 
The method of laying is similar to 
that emiployed with tar and asphalt 
preparations; the material is heated 
until liquid and then spread on the 
road with brooms. Fine gravel is 
then sprinkled over the solution and 
a steam roller used to bind the two. 
It is claimed that although the cost 
of the material is higher than tar, it 
has been found to last twice as long. 

“We are selling -in every country in 
the world. Through out the world we 
are selling on one s'ogan alone. This is 

quality. We are going to keep the qual- 
ity the highest in the world. Never mind 
the price. We'll compete on _ price. 

Quality is the thing that counts. People 
don’t buy a tire, they buy mileage.” 

Sir Erie spoke of the success of Dunlop 
in other parts of the world. The works in 
France, he said were developing fast. 
In Germany Dunlop is getting about 
thirty per cent of the tire sales. 

“Dunlop companies in_ Australia, 
Japan and Canada, which have a close 
working arrangement with the British 

company, are running very satisfactorily, 
and volume of Dunlop tires is steadily 
increasing.” 

(Continued on Page 298) 
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HOSE AND BELTING 
IN BETTER DEMAND 

Inquiries for Some Lines is Good and a 

Larger Volume of Business is Reported 

for Garden Hose—Business in Moulded 

Rubber Goods Satisfactory 

The sale of seasonable rubber goods 
such as garden hose has been materially 
aided by better weather. Although 
trade in general rubber goods has been 
slow, a gradual improvement was noted 

during the past few weeks. Due to the 
lack of demand, prices have been some- 
what unsteady but retail dealers expect 
them to show firmness as the season 
advances. 

Activity at quarries and on the part of 
state highway commissions has reacted in 
some rubber belting sales. But 
manufacturers of Portland cement have 
not been as active as last year and con- 
sequently there has been less wear on 
machinery. The railroads, at one time 
heavy purchasers of mechanical rubber 
goods, have been limiting their purchases 
to immediate needs. 

The sale of moulded rubber products 
has been fair; the demand for specialties 
has helped keep sales in this department 
at about normal. Dairy implement man- 
ufacturers, plumbing supply houses and 
similar consumers of moulded articles 
have also been keeping their purchases 
down to prompt deliveries. Nevertheless, 
the total business done during the past 

good 

few weeks in moulded rubber articles has 
been satisfactory. 

The wet weather is also given as the 
eause of the quietness which prevails in 
the brake lining market. 
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TO TAKE UP RUBBER 
ROADWAY IN LONDON behind it an 

According to a recent 

Westminster City Engineer, the 

roadway laid around the Cenotap! il 

W hitehal! London, to be take up in 

August rhe block vere supplied by 

Rubber Road , Ltd id result ot 

‘ ere 4 het eel Tne We tminster 

‘ 4 ‘ I l ( the ¢ mipat ill 

he returned to ther rhe roadwav is to 

my th cereosoted } e block 

fhe rubber road id in sep 

Lember 19 \ ( ole un 

urtac r was first loate ind on this 

hot pitel pr ! I ) o |; ng 

the ruopbhe! block he Doct measure 

% | t by 3 inehe Che upper halt-inel 

consisted of rubber of i quality and 

re eney that fii prove! 1 sful in 

other tests and th ler was com 
py ; I iM f rrade 

These two grad ere vulcanized to 
ether to m a homogeneous block 
The blocks were mad th a groove on 

one side and corresp projection 

on the other, so that her ud tney were 

mortised and tenoned rite yo ik Be 

fore being laid each bloel lipped it 
hot piteh 

Some month ifter the eteh o rub 

ber paving had bec completed it was 

tound that the bloc ere not properly 

binding together No fault nas been 

found with the earing au ti of the 

bloek 

Edmund Shaw With Northern 

The Northern Rubber Co., Barberton, 

Ohio, tormerly the Biltwell Tire Co., re 

cently announced that Edmund Shaw is 

now in charge of tube pt tuclion Mir 

Shaw’ associatior t tin ibber u 

dustry dates back 25 vear hen he began 

with the B. F. Goodrich Ci At that 

time the tubes wer manutactured ton 

liceyele tires He and one other man com 

prised thie entire tute room fores In 

1913 Mr. Shaw w . % the Ip restone 

Tire & Rubber Co. as foreman of one of 

the shifts in the tube root 

British Rubber Shares Advance 

\ speculative revival 1 way in unde! 

British rubber stocks due probably to the 
likelihood that the exportable qucta ot 

rubber may he reduced to five per cent 

under the Stevenson restriction plan 

Cooperative selling agency proposals are 

rubber 

evidence that the United 

and the belief 

nlso expected very soon Crude 

is also rising or 

States is in need of rubber 

that 

continue their present policy of rationed 

American manufacturers cannot 

buying indefinitely 

Inventors to Hold Show 

Rubber manufacturers will be interested 

in the Exposition of Inventions to be he!d, 
Dee. 8 to 13 inclusive, 1924, in the En- 

rineering Societies Building, New York 

City. The American Institute of the 

City of New York is hand'ing this dis 

decision of the 

rubles r 
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FIRE CAUSES $100,000 
LOSS TO BAUMAN RUBBER 

A fire, the cause of which has not been 
ascertained, recently caused damage es- 
timated at nearly $100,000 at the ware- 
house of the Baumann Rubber Co. on 
Congress Ave., New Haven, Conn. The 
fire was confined strictly to the warehouse 

Section, with 

ot ninety-six 

play through its Inventors’ 

experience 

years in fostering and portraying Amer 
ican industrial life. 

A feature of the exposition will be ex- 

hibits the the leading American in 

dustries showing developments ot various 

utilities meth 

fields the 

trom 

mac hines, and processing 

ods In all ingenuity of the . 
: . . through the good work of firemen. It is inventor and the part he has played ir : , 

+} . located at the rear of the factory which 
the progress ot \merica will be empha ; . 
ninod is situated on Davenport Ave. It is a 

. Ar nts ft tl lisp! two-story wood and brick structure. 
A rangeme s or l aqaisplay Tt \ » 

ea) Sia ; ag ™ r According to D. A. Lederer, president, 
models or actual vices a ‘; 

nosis e | , ‘ gon ; pe and C. A. Lederer, vice president, the 
OSITIO! ot nve ions ¢3 » arr: . be 

: “anton a a most damaged goods were a lot of 500 
through a Committee oft the Am l . . T 

i7 W t+] me dozen rubber reducing garments. The 
t titute at : } j strec ‘ . 7 an 

\ ". M1 vat ry ; ; ae retail value of these was placed at $60,- 
r x ity d te a display Ss are O00 In addition. 4 large supply of 

subprect to approva ry) tne Instit . & rubber balls was damaged as was a econ- 

to =} ow only desire those T 

vorth 
nr y-diee siderable quantity of Upriver Fine Para. 

Several hundred pounds of this erude 
rubber was said to have been completely 

Oot soul d 

r destroved. After the fire was extin- ee > ec aan 
Lee Re duces W ages vuished the wa ls ot the building stood 

A recent announcement of the Lee but the roof had fallen. 
lire & Rubber Co. stated that a 10 pe 

cent reduction in wages has gone into m P ) 
Sook ot Cismiieiieiien Me Wik ad lo Lease Part of Rubber Plant 

‘ it OnsnMonocKken, a °’ en as 

‘ ctive Julvw 7 when the plant resumed At a recent meeting of directors of the 

vith a full foree of workers after a om, U.S. Compression Inner Tube Co., Tulsa, 

dav shut dow! Okla., it was agreed to lease half of their 
plant on the Sand Springs road to 
Beveridge & Jones, cotton goods manu 

Marathon Plant for Sale facturers of Atlanta, Ga. According to 
Arthur B. Honnold, attorney tor the U 

Walter H. Jenks, receiver for the ‘ . | } 
\ ah > ; : S. Compression company, the lease 1s to 
Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., Cuvahoga “TR 1 “er se . run for a period of 25 years at an agreed 
Falls, Ohio, is offering all or any parts pes : . price of $600 per month. 

of the assets of the aerunet company tor rm} } :, a . The cotton goods company has agreed 
aie. rhe plant Ls equipped to make ap ’ , . to install suitable machinery for the man 
proximately 600 tires and 1000 tubes a : ‘- = : ufacture otf tire fabrics and will operate 
day a d also to make belts and press 4) } ; Tulsa ; the plant, on condition that Tulsa busi- 

quantities. Mr. Jenks is still 

the plant in a limited way 

roods in 

$75,000 to be used as 

Bids received before Jely 90 were can working capital. If the capital is raised, 
; the work of installing the machinery will 

begin in the next 30 days. 

The half of the plant not to be used by 
ers the tire fabric firm now contains complete 

manufacturing machinery. It is 
the directors of the U. 8S 

Compression Inner Tube Co. that the 
manufacture of titres can be successfully 
earried on when the tire fabric plant 

$38,669 , : been placed in operation. 

ness men raise 
operating 

sidered at a whiel 

vas to be held short!y therealter. 

meeting of erecitors 

Beacon Rubber Issues Report rubber 

Rubber Co., Lynn, Mass., 
issued its financial statement for 

the fiseal year ended February 28, 1914. 
rhe . 
which balance with liabilities of the same 

Accounts are listed 

Real estate is valued at $20,- 

$3,391. Of an au 

= believed by 
he Beacon 

recently 

has 
assets ol] statement shows 

British Goodrich Plant Opens 
British 

amount receivable 

as $3,577. 
370 and machinery The reeently organized Good- 
thorized common stock ot $25,000, rich Rubber Co., a subsidiary of the B. F 

$14,500 is outstanding. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, has begun 

the manufacture of Goodrich products at 
> the Ajax Rubber Works, Layland, Lan- 
Personals eashire, Eng. This plant, where Wood- 

Bb. M. Liesure, for many years con- Milne tires were manufactured, was re- 

nected with the Firestone Tire & Rubbe1 purchased by the Goodrich com- 

Company as branch and district manager pany. The manufacture of this brand 

in the east and middle re- Will be continued. 

cently joined the sales It is said that the plant will soon be 

the General Tire & Rubber Company operating at full capacity of 5,000 pneu- 

W. P. Voth has announced his matie tires, 1,500 solid tires, 1,500 mctor- 

nation as superintendent of the Standard cye! 1,200 foct pumps 7,200 

cent!y 

west, has 

organization ot 

resig 

e tires, and 

Tire company at Willoughby, O. Mr. golf balls a day in addition to small me- 
Voth, who is a graduate of Carnegie chanical articles and rubber flooring. 

extended vacation. The British company has acquired ex- Tech, plans an 
After ten years service with the Victor 

Rubber Co., at Springfield, Ohio, Perey 
has announced his retirement. 

Previously he had been with the Fire- 
stone rim plant for many years. 

clusive right to Goodrich business in 

Great Britain and Ireland and certain 

selling rights in British dominions. Ex- 

ceptions include Canada and certain 
foreign countries. 

Bosworth 

alte 

mael 

to ft 

ong 

ther 

A: 

buile 
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JULY MARKS INVENTION 
OF PNEUMATIC TIRES 

Dr. John Boyd Dunlop Fashioned First Set 

for Son Thirty-Six Years Ago His 

Genius Made Possible Fullest Develop- 

ment of Auto. 

John Boyd Dunlop, inventor of the 

rst pneumatic tire, which the world 
earned of thirty-six years ago (July 23, 
588), was in the village of Dreg- 

orn, Ayrshire, Scotland, Feb. 5, 1845, 
he descendant of an old Scotch family 

born 

farmers. 

He attended the 
pon completion of the course, went to 
linburgh where he received a diploma 

him to practice as a veterin- 
was then only nineteen years 

Irving academy, and 

permitting 
ian. He 
d. 
When in his’ twenty-seventh 

Dr. Dunlop 
reland where he established a 

was not long before his practice be- 

ame the most extensive in the Irish eity. 
In his own story of the pneumatic tire, 

hich was recently published by Alex. 
Thom & Co., Ltd., Dublin, (The History 

the Pneumatic Tyre) John Dunlop 
states that all life he interested 

locomotion. 

It was young Johnny Dunlop, the in- 
son, served as the real 

mpetus to his father’s invention. The 
ad rode a tricycle fitted with rather small 
olid Dunlop observed that in 

year, 

3elfast, 

business. 

moved to ung 

was his 

who entor’s 

tires. 

assing over the cobblestone streets of 

Be.tast, the boy escaped no jolts and 

umps. Further he observed that the 
solids retarded any amount of speed. 

Dr. Dunlop reasoned it out that cushions 
f air would both problems. He 
ymmunieated the idea to his boy, and of 

course the lad was enthusiastic. 

Procuring two strips of American elm, 
Dr. Dunlop bent them in the form of a 

oop, overlapping and rivetting the ends. 

a quantity of sheet 

solve 

Then he purchased 
rubber, fine and thin, and with it fash- 

ioned two air tubes. These Dr. Dunlop 
drew into a eanvas tube, after he con- 

structed an air supply tube, or valve. 
The canvas cover, the inventor re!ates, 

was made in and was in the 
form of a tube with flaps. By means of 
the flaps he secured the pneumatics to the 
ooden rims. The tires were “D” shaped, 
ith the idea of preventing side-ro!l. 

It was in late July 1888 that Dr. Dun- 
op made application for patent on his 
invention, and obtained it. Later on he 
ordered another tricycle, without wheels 
so that he might construct the wheels 

after his own ideas. It was this second 
machine that brought Dunlop’s invention 

to the attention of many people. Not 
ong after he made other tires, fitting 
them to a bieyele. 
As time went on Dunlop supervised the 

building of other pneumatics, which were 
used in the wheel races in Dublin where 
they caused great comment and consider- 
able excitement. It was impossible for 
the crowds to understand the speed of a 
wheel fitted with pneumaties, and, in fact, 

Dunlop relates, one English bookie in the 

two pleces 
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RUBBER AIDED MAUGHAN 
IN RECENT FLIGHT 

The daring achievement of Lt. 
Maughan in flying across the Conti- 
nent from dawn to dusk was given 
the publicity it deserved by the 
newspapers. Undoubtedly our 
readers are familiar with the details 
of this thrilling flight. Although Lt. 
Maughan made but five stops in his 
“Dawn to Dusk” flight, the manner 
in which these landings were made 
was of vital importance because on 
them depended the success of the 

flight. 
It is significant that rubber wash- 

ers under compression were used in 
the landing gear of the big U. S. 
Army pursuit plane. The single axle 
on which the wheels revolve had 
been abolished and other structural 
changes made in the landing gear 
lessened to a degree the hazards asso- 

ciated with landing. It had _ been 
proved by experiment that the use of 
rubber washers under compression 
was a better expedient than rubber 
cords stretched by tension to absorb 
the shocks. The change was a wise 
one as Lt. Maughan will attest. Rub- 
ber under compression has now 
proved satisfactory as a shock ab- 
sorber not only in automobiles but 
in airplanes ! 

stand shouted that there was a demon in 

the machine. 

Other improvements came later, and 
at last a formed for the 

manufacture of the tire. Today Dunlop’s 

first bicycle tire may be seen in the Royal 

company was 

Seottish Museum. 

Unlike many inventors Dr. Dunlop 
derived handsome benefits from his tires. 

In later years he ceased to be active in 

business, living simply and contentedly 
in the midst of a small cirele of friends. 

He died in his eighty-seeond year. 
1924, Dunlop Tire and Rubber Co., [ Copyright, 

Buffalo, N pf 

General Reports Large Sales 
In the first six months of this year 

the General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 

Ohio, did business totaling more than 
profit after 

$1,200,000. 
ever 

$6,750,000 and showed a net 

charges of approximately 
This is the largest earning 
made by the company and constitutes a 

record 

50 per cent increase over earnings for 

the entire year of 1923. Additional 
equipment has been installed to raise 
production to 5,500 tires a day. 

Seeks to Sell McLean Property 
C. V. Beatty, receiver for the McLean 

Tire & Rubber Co., East Liverpool, Ohio, 

has filed a petition in Common Pleas 
Court asking permission to sell two 

parcels of land indicated in the petition. 
In the petition, Mr. Beatty also asks 

the court to determine the legality of the 
claims of the Continental Trust Co., 

Pittsburgh, Pa.; Erie City Iron Works; 
Gamble & Bryan; and the city of East 
Liverpool. It is said in the petition that 
the indebtedness of the company 
amounts to more than $200,000. 
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PIONEER RUBBER MILLS 
HAS SALES CONFERENCE 

Three-day Session Held at San Francisco 

Discuss Sales Campaign to _ Increase 

Volume of Garden Hose Business, Its 

Principal Product 

The Pioneer Rubber Mills, with fae- 
tories at Pittsburg, Cal., recently held its 
annual three-day sales convention at San 

Preceding the business meet- 
held at the Com- 

Francisco. 

ing, a luncheon 
mercial Club. 

The campaign which the company has 
planned to inerease its volume of garden 

business was the principal topic 
diseussed. The Pioneer company is one 
of the largest manufacturers of this 
product in the United States. Sales for 
1923 aggregated over $2,500,000, 40 per 
cent of which was Pacific Coast business. 
The remainder represents business done 
in eastern and foreign markets. 

A day was devoted to a discussion of 
the technical side of mechanical 
Papers were read by W. L. Read, secre- 
tary-treasurer, on “The Relation of 
Credits to Sales Activity ;” J. M. Ras- 

mussen, auditor, on “The Efficiency of 
Modern Office Methods and Equipment ;” 
C. M. Bliven, chief engineer, on “Trans- 
mission and Conveyor Belting Installa- 
tions;” W. J. “Transmission 
and Conveying Problems in the Canning 
and Packing Industry;” and 8S. M. Suhr 
on “Mechanical Rubber Goods as Applied 
to the Oil Industry.” Various 
problems confronting branch 

was 

hose 

gvoods. 

Sowers on 

business 

managers 

were also diseussed. 

It was stated at the meeting that the 

Pioneer Rubber Mills has been obliged to 

enlarge its factories several times in the 

last five years to keep pace with the in 
creasing volume of business. The _ prin- 

cipal products manufactured are garden, 
oil, steam, suction, water, pneumatic and 
air drill oil well drilling belting, 

conveyor belting for rock crushing plants, 
cement plants, ete.; white rubber cov- 
ered conveyor belts for fruit and vegeta- 

ble canneries; rubber transmission belts; 

sheet packing and piston rod packing. 
Among those attending the eonvention 

were G. S. Towne, president; D. D. 
Tripp and H. R. Mansfield, vice presi- 
dents; W. L. Reed, secretary-treasurer ; 
J. M. Rasmussen, auditor; €. M. Bliven, 

chief engineer; and the following branch 

managers; J. D. Horan, Los Angeles; 

A. L. Headberg, Sait Lake; A. J. Sher- 

rill, Portland; C. A. Rouse, Tacoma. 

The company maintains sa!'es offices in 
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, 

Salt Lake, Denver and New York. 

hose; 

Power Plant Nearing Completion 
James C. MeCabe, secretary of the 

Wildman Rubber Co., Bay City, Mich., 
reports that work on the power plant is 
rapidly nearing completion. Equipment 
has been purchased and will soon be in- 
stalled. According to a report of the 
company, the net assets are over a mil- 
lion dollars. Officials say that everything 
possible is being done to get the factory 
into operation by next fall. 
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AJAX COMBS FEATURED 

BY VULCANIZED RUBBER 

“Copy” Used in Saturday Evening Post 

and in Toilet Goods Trade Papers 

Abounds in Human Interest—Ads Ap- 

peal to Vacation Goers 

The summer advertising of the Vu! 

eanized Rubber Co., In 251 Fourth 

Ave New York, features “Ajax” hard 

rubber combs and is written to appeal to 

persons starting on or contemplating a 

vacation. The “eopy” of most of these 

advertisements replete with human in- 

Ya om lex 

One of the portable comb sets manu- 

facured by the Vulcanized Rubber 
Co. 

terest For example, one of the ads 1s 

headed “Beach Combers ” Another 1in- 

teresting advertisement pictures the crude 

combs used by the Italians in the 14th 

Century 

Space is being used not only in such 

general magazines as the Saturday Eve 

ning Post, Voque and Vanity Fair but 

in the toilet goods trade periodicals. In all 

the ads the Ajax trade-mark is featured 

pictorially. In the trade 
zines a half-page is devoted to the pub- 
licity that is being used to build up this 
trade-mark 

In addition 

“Ajax” the Vuleanized 

Co. manufactures a of hard 

por ket combs and eases in various shapes 

one ol maga 

to the widely-advertised 
line, Rubber 

line rubber 

and stvles One of these pocket sets 18 

illustrated 

The attractive 

sonable slant 

herewith 

the 

possesses 

and sea- 

2. ops 

work 

the 

of great benefit 

of the “ A jax,” 

lines ot 

art 

W hic | 

in iInereasing 

“Daintee” 

has been 

the sale 

“Bobbie” 

and 

eombs. 

Swinehart Severely Damaged 

With the damage from reeent storms es 

timated at bet e 0.600 and $0,000 

the Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 

Ohio, tac hutdown, says T. J. Wa'sh, 

president The old Philo canal supplies 

a race to many plants in Akron and this 
rac passes th Swinehart plant on 

Howard and Cuvaho Sts 

Wher the city was visited by a bad 
storm during the early part of June a 
dam, built by the :tate broke, causing the 

water it held to flow into the race. The 

water from thus 1 rushed through the 

property of the tire company and caused 

great damage. The water cut a path 50 
feet wide and 15 feet deep at the rear of 
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the plant and undermined a large ware- 

With a 

the warehouse collapsed. 

Mr. Walsh said he had appealed both 
to the city and state but that no aid has 

vet been given by either. 

house. second storm on June 20 

NEW JERSEY ZINC TO 
ADD NEW PRODUCTS 

It has been learned that the New Jer- 

sey Zine Company is building a rolling 
mill at Palmerton, Pa. for the rolling of 

zine sheets. 

The to have the 

result of a long and deliberate considera- 

tion and a thorough analysis of the field. 

Many requests have come from the trade 

for such a service, and it is believed that 

the entry into the field of a firm such as 

decision said been 1s 

the New Jersey Zine Co., will be well 

received 

For a number of years this company 

has been building up a national prestige 
by supplying the trade with strips, rolled 
from zine A large percentage of 

this production has been utilized by fab- 

spouting and gutters and in 

slabs. 

ricators ol 

standard seam roofing. 

It is expected that the New Jersey Zine 

Co., within a short time, will be a large 

producer of corrugated and plain zine 

sheets, and will supply the trade with 

standard sizes and gages in addition to 

the narrower strips and ribbons now made 
by this company. 

This plant will 
cated, and served by trunk line connec- 
tions, so it will be in a position to make 
shipment to any point. The executive 
offices of the New Jersey Zine Company 

are located at 160 Front Street, New 
York, N. Y. 

new be centrally lo- 

To Build Seven Airships 

Officials of the Goodyear Tire & Rub- 
her recently that 
were on hand for seven dirigible airships 
and to $3,000,000. The 

ships will be manufactured in the next 
twelve months for the U. S. Army. The 
largest will be the RS-1, already under 
construction. It will the first semi- 
rigid airship ever built in the United 
States and will be the largest in the world, 
it was said. 

This ship, which is to be delivered to 
the army air department next fall, will 
he 282 feet long by 70% feet in diameter 
and will have a gas capacity of 710,000 

feet. Motive will four 
}00-horsepower Liberty motors. RS-1 
will be used chiefly for experimental work 
by the government. Its estimated cost is 
$1,000,000. 

Orders for the other six ships and ac- 
cessories were recently reeeived from the 
U.S. Army Air Service. The first of the 
six is to be ready in six months and the 
entire order to filled in twelve 
montis. Three of the new dirigibles are 
to be of the TA and three of the TC non- 
rivit type. The TC ships will be 196 
feet long, with a gas capacity of 200,600 

cubic feet. 

Co. announced orders 

cost accessories 

be 

be cubie power 

1s be 
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Ajax Announces New Tube 

The Ajax Rubber Co., Inc., New York, 
N. Y., recently announced a new inner 
tube to its dea’ers. “Gaspac” it has been 
named because it is sold packed in a her- 
metically sealed can. 

The tubes are scientifically rolled and 
placed in the container which is then 
filled with a harmless, non-inflammable, 
non-explosive gas to preserve the rubber 

indefinitely. The tubes are thus protect- 

Container Sells the Tube The 

ed from the destructive oxidizing effect 
of air and retain all their original life and 
vitality, regardless of how long they may 
be carried on the dealers’s shelves or by 
the motorist as spares. 

Changing temperatures have no effect 
on “Gaspac” tubes; if kept sealed in the 
can, they come from the container as clean 

and perfect as the day they were packed 
at the Ajax factories. The Ajax com- 

pany considers the red tube the finest it 
has ever made. Extensive advertising to 
acquaint the motoring public with its ad 
vantages is now under way. 

Firestone-Apsley Closes 
The factory of the Firestone-Apsley 

Rubber Co., Hudson, Mass., closed down 
for three weeks, beginning with the clos- 
ing of the mill room on July 16. Last 
year the plant was closed only two weeks. 
The company has maintained a working 
schedule of five days a week and opera- 
tions will be resumed on that basis when 
the plant opens at the end of the month. 

Appeal Rubber Ball Ruling 
The Government has appealed to the 

United States Court of Customs Appeals 
in Washington the recent decision by the 
Board of the United States General 
Appraisers fixing duty at the rate of 30 
per cent ad valorem, under paragraph 
1402, Act of 1922, on large rubber balls, 
fancifully colored. The collector 

fied the rubber balls as toys with duty at 
70 per cent under paragraph 1414. The 
Government is seeking to have the col- 
lector’s action upheld by the Court 
Customs Appeals. 

elassi 

ol 
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M. E. MASON RESIGNS AS 
MOHAWK VICE PRESIDENT 

Morris E. Mason has announced his 
resignation as vice president and seecre- 
tary of the Mohawk Rubber Company 
and is planning a vacation in Canada 
vith his family. Mr. Mason has been ae- 

tive in the manufacture of automobile 
since the birth of that industry, ires 

Morris E. Mason 

starting 27 years ago with the Morgan 
& Wright Co. as a salesman of bicycle 
tires. He remained with that concern 
after it taken over by the United 
States Rubber Co. 

On March 1, 1913, one month after the 
incorporation of the Mohawk Rubber 
Co., Mr. Mason accepted the position of 
secretary and sales manager upon the 
recommendation of George M. Stadelman, 
vice president of the Goodyear Tire & 
Rubber Co., who had been his sales man- 

ager at the old Morgan & Wright Co. 
For eleven years he was active in making 
and marketing the Mohawk as a quality 
tire. For some time he had planned to 
retire, but remained in active service until 
his company could announce the resump- 
tion of dividend payments, which it was 
able to do at the annual meeting in June. 

Mr. Mason will continue as a director 
of the company. Francis  Seiberling, 
Akron attorney, was elected to succeed 
him as vice president and his duties as 
secretary will be handled by the present 
treasurer, W. J. Cope. 

was 

F. R. Lee Promoted by Thermoid 
The promotion of F. Robert Lee to 

general sales manager of the Thermoid 

Rubber Co., Trenton, N. J., was recently 

announced. Mr. Lee had been assistant 

sales manager. 

Factory Accidents Decrease 
Rubber companies, members of the 

National Safety Council, reported lower 
accident frequeney and severity rates for 
the last half of 1923 than for the first 
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half, despite the fact that there was an in- 
crease of four million hours worked dur- 
ing the July-December period. The total 
number of hours worked during the year 
was 134,000,000. The rates of the last 

half of the year were 26.73, frequency; 
1.15, severity and, during the first half, 
35.83, frequency; 1.50, severity. 

M.A.M.A. to Meet in Cleveland 
The Motor and Accessory Manufac- 

turers Association will hold its 1924 fall 
eonvention during the week of October 

6 at Cleveland, according to announce- 

ment by M. L. Hemingway, General 
Manager. The sessions will cover three 

days. 
The personnel of the program com- 

mittee will soon be decided upon, follow- 
ing which the exact date of meeting, 
topics, speakers and hotel arrangements 
will be announced. 

Last year’s fall convention, held at the 
Copley-Plaza Hotel in Boston, September 
19-22 was the most successful in the 
history of the association. More than 
200 member concerns sent large delega- 
tions and scores of unaffiliated companies 
accepted the association’s invitation to 
send representatives. 

The general theme of the last con- 
vention was “Widening the Market for 

Automotive Products.” There were also 
discussions of credits, jobber distribution, 
exports and traffie. 

T. A. Cushman Removes 
Townsend H. Cushman, agent for 

E. M. & F. Waldo, Ine., New York, and 
the National Pigments & Chemical Co., 

St. Louis, Mo., recently announced his 
removal to 161 Summer St., Boston, 
Mass. 

Ashtabula Hearing Postponed 
Hearing of the application of the trus- 

tee of the Ashtabula Tire & Rubber Co., 
Ashtabula, Ohio, for permission to sell 
the assets of the defunct company was 
postponed when it came up before the 
referee in bankruptcy a few weeks ago. 
An attachment held against certain assets 
of the company caused attorneys for 
creditors to ask for a delay until the 
matter could be determined. A. J. Horn, 
trustee, is seeking authorization to dis- 
pose of the property, which is appraised 
around $100,000. 

John A. Vey 
John A. Vey, general superintendent 

of the Continental Rubber Works, Erie, 
Pa., died in his home at Erie July 14. 
The funeral held from his late res- 
idence at 2:30 p. m. on July 17. Six of 
the older foremen, who have been asso- 
ciated with Mr. Vey since the inception 
of the Continental Rubber Works acted 
as pallbearers. The officers and execu- 
tives of the company acted as honorary 
pallbearers. 

Mr. Vey had been superintendent of 
the Continental Rubber Works since the 
beginning of the company in 1903. His 
hard work and great ability contributed 
in no small measure to the growth and 
development of the business. 

was 
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R. B. Tracy Promoted 
The Henderson Tire & Rubber Co., 

Ine., Columbus, Ohio, recently announced 
that R. B. Tracy had been appointed 
eastern sales manager. For 16 years Mr. 
Tracy was factory representative of the 
Miche'in Tire Co., Mil'town, N. J. More 

recently he was associated with the Paul 
Rubber Co., Salisbury, N. C., as director 

R. B. Tracy 

of sales. Mr. Tracy is now receiving the 
congratulations and good wishes of his 

many friends in the tire industry who are 
sure that he will achieve an_ enviable 

record in the sales of Henderson Classic 

Cord tires. 

Huber to Increase Production 

J. M. Huber, Ine., is 
new carbon black plant at Breckenridge, 

Tex., embodying the most recent scien- 
tific developments in this industry. The 
plant is designed to utilize the modified 
Huber channel which has 
adopted by a number of the Louisiana 
manutacturers, including the large Huber 

plant at Swartz, Louisiana. 
The new plant will be equipped with 

the air-floating process of refining which 

was perfected by this company last year 
after a long development period. “Aer- 
floted Arrow Black” has found an active 
demand from the tire industry, making it 
necessary to increase production. The 
Huber Company has now become one of 
the largest producers of carbon black 
having followed a progressive expansion 
policy for the past few years. 

constructing a 

process, been 

To Rebuild Virginia Tire 
According to a recent announcement 

made by G. C. Hedrick, president of the 
Virginia Tire & Rubber Co., that the 
plant of the company at Charleston, 

W. Va., destroyed by fire several months 
ago will be rebuilt in the near future. 
The delay in letting the contract has been 
due to refinancing the company, which 
has now been completed. 
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SIR GEDDES ATTENDS 
DUNLOP SALES MEETING 

Continued f Page 2! 

Edward B. Germain, president of 

American Dunlop was toastmaster at the 
dinner held in Sir Erie’s honor. At the 

speakers’ table were F. W. Allen of the 

Lee, Hiegginsor Company of New York 

and Boston; Harry T. Ramsdell, presi- 

dent of the Manufacturers and Traders 

Zank of Buffalo; Robert W. Pomeroy, 

a director of Dunlop; Seymour Water- 
fall, manager of the Bison Tire Company, 

Buffalo; William C. Sweitzer, president 

of Franklin Tire & Rubber Co., Phila- 
del phia; and several others 

In his introductory remarks Mr. Ger- 
main stressed the point that in. addition 
to paying off the bond issue, the Ameri- 
ean company had “surprised the bankers 
by beginning to pay off the loans.” 

During his visit in Buffalo, Sir Eric 
attended the annual conference of di- 
visional sales managers of the Dunlop 
company. Others present were: E. H. 
Kidder, general sales manager; Mr. Ger- 

main: C. C. Jewett, secretary and treas- 

urer; Roger E Allen, Ernest A. 

Stephens, assistants to the general sales 
manager; Charles P. Stearns, manager 

automobile tire sales; Howard B. Arm- 

trong, manager truck tire sales; L. W. 

Kennedy, manager Atlanta division; E. 
T. Riehardon, manager Boston; William 

A. Golden, manager Buffalo; L. F. Des- 

mond, manager Chicago; T. W. Decker, 

Jr. manager Cleveland; R. L. Marshall, 

Neumann, manager 

Wendover, manager 

manager Dallas; C. E 

Milwaukee; A. L 

New York City; J. C. Given, manager 

Philadelphia; Warren M. Dow, credit 
manager; and T. W. Niblett, manager 

golf ball sales 

Ceylon Allowance 60 Per Cent 

According to a recent announcement 

the percentage ol! standard production of 

exportable rubber for Ceylon, Straits 

Settlements, and Malay Federated States 

was 60 per cent effective for the quarter 

beginning May 1] 

According t the Rubber 

Controller of Cevlon the exports of rub 

o the report ot 

ber trom the port of Ceylon for the 
month of March 1924 were less than those 

of 1923, the amount in tons was as fol 

lows 

March 1922-23 Cevlon Rubber 3,855 

Imported Rubber 240 

Mareh 1923-24 Cevlon Rubber 3.257 

Imported Rubber 270 

I'he exportation ot latex for the month 

of March was nil 

Rubwood Wheel Elects Atwood 

The Rubwood Wheel Co.. Ine., Monson, 

Mass., recently elected Harry N. Atwood 

president Mr Atwood was formerly 

Smithfield Veneer 

N. C. and 

the Carolina 

the 

Smithfield, 

oT 

vice president ol 

Products Co.,. 

second Vice president 

Aireratt Co 
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RUBBER TOYS SELLING 
WELL, SAY DRUGGISTS 

Various types of rubber toys, es 
pecially inflated rubber animals, are 
selling well, say druggists throughout 
the country. Fond parents are quick 
to discover the advantages which rub- 
ber toys ‘possess over all other play- 
things. Tiny tots may bite them, fall 
on them and throw them at each other 
without harming themselves or their 
playmates. They withstand a great 
deal of rough usage. They do not 
break windows or scratch the varnish 
off furniture. And they are very 
inexpensive. The child can be given 
wu whole menagerie of rubber animals 
at small cost. 

Davis a Director of U. S. Rubber 

Among his other affiliations John W. 
Davis, Democratic nominee for President 

of the United States, includes an associa- 
tion with the United States Rubber Co. 
He is a director and general counsel for 
the large rubber company. The former 
ambassador to Great Britain became the 

U. S. company’s chief legal representa- 
tive in April, 1921. He succeeded the 
late Francis Lynde Stetson. 

As we go to press we are informed that 
Mr. Davis has severed all his business 

affiliations including his directorship in 
the United States Rubber Co. 

AJAX SALES FOR FIRST 
HALF BETTER THAN 192: 

the Ajax Rubber Co., New 
York, for the first six months of 1924 

were better than those of $8,964,371 re- 

ported for the first half of 1923, it was 
recently announced. Net profits for the 
period were also slightly better than the 

$414,720 in the first six months 

of 1923. 

The belief is expressed by officials that 

Sales of 

earned 

total sales for 1924 will register a gain 
of approximately 25 per cent over last 
vear as has been the case each year since 
1921. They believe that unlike last year 
the company will undoubtedly show a 
satisfactory profit margin in the last half. 
On this basis it is probable that for the 
full year Ajax will earn about $1,000,000 
after all charges. 

That amount be to 

proximately $2.30 a share on the 425,000 

shares of no par value stock outstanding. 

It would with a 1923 deficit of 
$50,391 and extra 

approximately 

would equal ap 

compare 

after all 

write-off of 

charges an 

ordinary 
$540,000, 

F. E. Conant Returns to Converse 

Frank E. Conant has returned to the 

toree of the Converse Rubber Shoe 

Malden, Mass. Mr. Conant, who is 

of many clubs and fraternal 

organizations, has many friends in and 
about Malden. 

sales 

Co., 

a member 
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BOSTON RUBBER PAVING 

RECEIVES SEVERE TEST 

On July 11 a section of a freight train 
operated by the Union Railroad jumped 
the rails on the Northern Avenue Bridge, 
Boston, Mass., tearing up the wooden 
paving and flooring of the bridge and 

also running over the rubber pavement 
which was laid last May. 

Much to the surprise of the bridge en- 
gineers they have been unable to find any 
mark left by the heavy freight car 
wheels or any damage to the rubber 
paving. 

This illustrates the ability of rubber 
paving to stand hard use and accidents. 

G. SLOSSER PRESIDENT 
OF BOSTON RUBBER SHOE 

At a recent meeting of directors in 
Boston George Slosser of New York was 

elected president of the Boston Rubber 
Shoe Co., Boston, Mass., succeed 
Lester Leland, who resigned a few weeks 
ago. For some years past Mr. Slosser 
has had the supervision of all the boot 
and shoe factories of the United States 
Rubber Co., of which the Boston Rubber 
Shoe Co. is a subsidiary. 

Formerly, Mr. Slosser was superinten 
dent of the New Jersey Rubber Co., New 
Brunswick, N. J. and superintendent ot 
the Woonsocket Rubber Co., Woonsocket, 
R. I. 

to 

Premier to Build Addition 

Plans for the erection of a new factory 
building are being made by the Premier 

Rubber Manufacturing Co., Dayton, Ohio. 
It was recently announced that three ad 
ditional lots adjoining the present site o1 
Edmund St. had been purchased. 

The new building will be 65 by 125 
feet, either three or four stories high, it 
was announced. It will cost approxi 

mately $250,000. The present factory in 
cludes two buildings, one three stories 

and the other one story. 

Swinehart Tire Prosperous 
The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., 

Akron, Ohio, is reported unofficially to 
have broken all previous records in pro 
duction of solid and pneumatic tires, 
most of which were for trucks. Sale 
have also been unusually good. This i 
said to be an indication of the healthy 
condition of the truck business. Approx 
imately 4,000 more trucks have been sold 
in the first five months of this year tha: 
for the same period in 1923. 

Paul Bertuch Takes a Partner 
Paul Bertuch, who has been engaged it 

business as a erude rubber broker at 24 

Stone St., New York, N. Y., recently an 
nounced that had taken Alexande1 

Guttman into partnership. Mr. Guttmar 
has been associated with Mr. Bertuch for 

the past eight The business 
formerly conducted under the name Paul 

Bertuch will continue under the firn 

name of Paul Bertuch & Co. 

he 

years. 
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Equipment for Producing Aqueous 

Rubber Dispersions 

First Step of Process is Carried Out on Common Two Roll 

Mixing Mill; In Second Step, a Two Blade Mixer is Used 

By John B. Tuttle 
Consulting Chemist, New York City 

CCORDING to the Pratt theory of aqueous rubber dis- 

A persions, crude rubber is composed of two phases; (a) 
the non-rubber substances, which form the continuous 

phase, and (b) the rubber hydrocarbon, which forms the 
disperse phase. In simpler terms, the rubber hydrocarbon 
is in the form of small particles, of about the same size as 
the particles in rubber latex, and these particles are already 
dispersed in the non-rubber substances. The Pratt dispersion 
process involves essentially the rehydration of the continuous 
phase (non-rubber substances), and the introduction of a 
lubricant to permit the particles of rubber to slip over one 
another. 

The purpose of this article is to discuss the types of equip- 
ment which can, and those which cannot, be used for making 
rubber dispersions. Such a dispersion naturally calls for 
some explanation which the rubber undergoes in this process. 

The first steps in the process can be, and usually are, carried 
out on the usual type of two roll rubber mixing mill. Thus, 
if we are using glue to assist in the rehydration process, we 
break down the rubber in the usual way, add the glue (usually 
as a 50 per cent glue gel), add a small quantity of water to 
help distribute the glue uniformly throughout the mass, after 
which the remainder of the compound (such as pigments, oils, 
ete.) is added. If the stock is set aside to cool, it must be 

“warmed-up” before it can be carried to the next step of the 
process. 

We now transfer the stock to a two blade mixer, or so-called 
dough mixer, of the type made by the Werner & Pfleiderer 
Company, Chas. Ross & Sons Co., and the J. H. Day Co., 
ete. The idea is that in these mixers, the rubber is pulled 
apart, rather than rubbed together, and during the course of 
the pulling apart, the lubricant used for dispersing the rub- 
ber can penetrate throughout the entire mass, insulating the 
particles from each other, and permitting them to slide over 
each other without sufficient friction to break down the film 
of protective coating surrounding the rubber particles. That 
there is a slight rubbing effect between the blades and the 
sides of the mixer is evidenced by the fact that in the early 
stages of adding the lubricant (such as, say, soap bark extract) 
the compression of the rubber between the blades and sides 
of the mixer tends to form a smooth skin over the partially 
dispersed rubber. As the dispersion proceeds, the particles 
become too small to compress at the slow speed at which these 
mixers are operated and no further formation of “skin” is 
noticed. 

Type of Blade 

There has been some speculation as to what type of blade 
would produce the best results. So far, the open blade has 
been preferred, and the results have justified the choice, but 
whether or not a special shape would prove more satisfactory 
is a question now under investigation. On the mixers now 
in use, the blades extend about half the width, and are so 
arranged as to work the stock toward the center of the mixer. 
One modification that has been proposed is to have the pitch 
of the blades such as to work the stock toward the corners 
of the mixer, but while this is to be tested thoroughly in the 
near future, it is not believed at present that the change will 
be any better than, or even quite as good as, the present ar- 
rangement. 

There is some latitude, all things considered, as to the speed 
of the blades, but just what limits are to be set is difficult to 

say at the present writing. On one occasion, it was noticed 
that a speed of about 28 R.P.M. for the fast blade did not 
give sufficient working whereas raising the speed to 48/50 
R.P.M. gave excellent results. On most of the mixers in 
operation, the speed of the fast blade is from 40 to 50 R.P.M., 
but speeds up to 60 R.P.M. have given perfect dispersions. 
The question of speed is more or less tied up with the size 
of the mixer, and indirectly with the temperature. Very low 
speeds do not provide sufficient working of the rubber to 

é 

Courtesy of Baker-Perkins Co., Inc.) 

Werner-Pfleiderer Jacketed Mixer in Tilted Position 

Showing Mixing Blades 

maintain a temperature high enough to keep it plastic. Too 
high speeds accentuate the rubbing effect, and also generate 
too much heat, even when the mixers are equipped with cool- 
ing jackets. This is particularly true of the larger mixers, 
say those taking batches of 100 to 150 lb., which are admittedly 
more difficult to cool easily. 

Speed of the Blades 

The two blades revolve with differential speeds, the ratio of 
the speed of the fast blade to the speed of the slow blade being 
4 to 3. It is not considered that the ratio is a fixed one; in 

fact, one mixer has been constructed having interlocking blades, 
which necessarily must revolve at even speeds, but sufficient 
time has not elapsed to give this mixer a fair trial. 

With the assistance of the makers of this type of mixer, 
investigations are under way to determine the range of speeds, 

the most satisfactory type and adjustment of blades, and the 
most efficient differential speed, but it must necessarily be some 
time before definite conclusions may be drawn. 

Other Types of Mixers 
Claims have been made that other types of mixers can be 

successfully used to produce rubber dispersions, principally 
the type commonly known as “colloid mills.” There are two 
more or less known mills of this type, the “Premier” and the 
“Plauson.” Both have been investigated. The main feature 
of these mills is the high speed of the moving parts, and the 
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narrow between the rotating parts and the fixed 
parts of the mill. The usual speeds are around 3000 to 5000 
R.P.M., and the clearances from 0.05 to 0.005 of an inch. 

A complete description of the Premier Mill is given in the 
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 16, 494-7 

(1924). The rotating part is adjusted with a clearance all 
round of about 0.010 to 0.006 inch. The speeds are all ex- 
pressed in terms of a standard size mill (15”), and the mill 
used for testing (5”) was operated so that its peripheral speed 
was equivalent to that of a 15” mill revolving at 5000 R.P.M. 
Two types of tests were 

(a) Crude rubber, with which had been ineorporated 5 per 

cent of glue on the usual mixing mill, was cut up into small 

clearance 

made 

The Charles 

Ross & Son Co. 

With 

Blades 

Machine is 

Mixer. 

Cimeter 

this 

Applicable to 

the Pratt 

Process. 

pieces, placed in hot about 10 cent of 
added (based on the weight of the rubber-glue compound), 
and the mixture introduced into the mill. The solution passed 

through, but the rubber could not be drawn up between the 
rotor and the sides of the mill, and therefore it could not be 

determined whether or not any dispersion could have been ob- 

tained had the rubber been drawn up. However, from the 

results of the test, it is not believed that the rubber 
could have been dispersed. 

(b) In this test, a sample of crude rubber which had al- 
ready been dispersed by the Pratt Process in a two blade dough 

water, per saponin 

second 

mixer, was diluted somewhat (so as to contain about 50 per 

cent of rubber compound, and 50 per cent of water), and 

passed through the mill. In one experiment, a_ further 
quantity of glue was added; in another, a further quantity of 

while in still another, the speed of the mill was re- 
about 40 per 

saponin, 

duced by cant In each ease, coagulation was 

pre nlueed 

Plauson Mill 

So much has been written about this mill (') that a deserip- 

tion of it seems hardly necessary. Three tests were made: 
(a) A sample of smoked sheet, dispersed according to the 

Pratt process (in a two blade dough mixer), was diluted to 
about 15 per cent rubber content, and then introduced into 

the mill. The latter was run at the usual speed for about 15 
tu 20 minutes. At the start the current required was about 
60 amperes (using a 220 volt motor), and as time went on, 

this inereased to 100/120 amperes. Evidently there was a 
greater resistance to the action of the mill, and on opening it, 

weighing 5 to 10 

a considerable quantity of smaller lumps. 
quantity of bark solution 

pieces o! coagulated rubber, geTams, were 

found, as well as 

In this 
added to the dispersion 

(b) A compound containing 85 per cent smoked sheet, 5 
per cent M.R., 4 per cent sulphur, 5 per cent zine oxide and 
1 per cent of lerator A-19, was dispersed according to the 

Pratt This diluted to 15-20 per cent rubber 
content, and placed in the mill. The current required at first 

JO amperes, but by the expiration of the run, (20 

test, an extra soap was 

acce 

process was 

was only 

minutes), this had increased to over 50. An examination of 

) H. Plauson. Cher Zte@e. 44, 553-5 565-7 (1920) Z. Angew. Chem 

4. Aufsatzteil, 469-72; 473-4 (1921) 

Chwala, Oesterr. Chem. Ztg. 24, 107-9 (1921) 

Block, Chem. App. 9, 29-31 (1922) 

Frydiender, Rev. Proi. Chim. 24, 173-82; 731-5 (1921) 
Ditmar, Chem. Ztg., 45, 819-20; 943: (1921) 

W. J. Kelly, Ind. Eng. Chem. 15, 926-8 (1923) 

Kenney, Chem. Met. Eng. 27, 1080-5 (1922) 

Scholtz, Chem. Age (London) 493-5; 6, 790-2 (1922) 

Forster and Reilly 1. Soc Chem Ind. 41, 435-8R, (1922) 

*No latex was available for use in the Premier Mill, but from the 

relative 

there is no 

rubber and 
rubber in the 

results obtained with 

behavior of latex and 

question as to what would happen 

lispersed judging from the 
dispersed Plauson Mill, 
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the material after the run was completed, showed that prac- 
tically all of it had been coagulated in the form of small 
lumps, about 1/16 to 4%” in diameter. 

(c) A sample of preserved latex from a freshly opened can, 
was nxt placed in the mill. The current required at first was 
30 amperes, but in a minute or two this had increased to more 
than 100. The mill was immediately stopped, and on opening 
the drain, it was found that practically the entire quantity 
had coagulated. 

Explanation of Coagulation 

Thus it will be seen that in both the Premier and Plauson 
mi!ls, coagulation occurs with either dispersed rubber or latex.* 

The early stages of the dispersion in a two blade mixer 
show how easily the protective coatings on the rubber partic'es 
are broken down, and it is only when the rubbing effect is 

reduced to a certain minimum by the progressive stages in the 
dispersion, that the rubbing effect disappears in this two blade 
type of mixer. It is quite apparent that this film, or pro- 
tective coating, which maintains the rubber particle in a state 
of dispersion, has not a very high strength to resist friction 

or pereussion. 
In the tests with the colloid mi!!s, the rubber was introduced 

in the form of particles of much smaller size than the space 
hetween the moving and fixed parts. There could, therefore, 

have been no direct rubbing of these rubber partic'es between 

the working parts of the mill. The only apparent reason, 
which seems plausible enough to explain the phenomenon of 
coagulation, is that during the operation of the mill, the mar- 

ticles are thrown against each other with such violence as to 
break down the protective coating surrounding the partic!es, 
causing them to adhere, and producing coagulation. Whether 

or not this explanation is the true one, it exnnot be questioned 
that a mill which will coagulate a water dispersion of rubber, 
or latex, cannot simultaneously effect dispersion. The two 
factors are opposite to each other, aud are incompatible. Even 
if, under the conditions of the tests, coagulation had not taken 

place, there would have been no proof that crude rubber could 
be dispersed; but the coagulation is a clear proof that these 
mi'ls cannot be used for the purpose of dispersing crude rub- 
ber in water, and that up to this time, they have not so been 
used. 

Banbury Mixer 

One other type of equipment remains to be considered, viz., 
a masticator of the type of the Banbury mixer. No experi- 
isents have been tried as yet, largely because there are no small 
mixers of this type available for the test. If it ean be done 
however, it is desirable to make this test, particularly for the 

light which it may throw on the general question of the prin- 
ciples involved in the construction of equipment for pro- 
ducing aqueous dispersions of rubber. 

Czech Children Like Rubber Tovs 

As there is no domestic manufacture of such articles the 
Czechoslovakian trade in rubber toys is entirely an import 
one, says the Department of Commerce. All kinds of rubber 
toys are in demand, including rubber balls, figures, rubber 
sponge figures of all kinds, balloons and considerable quan- 
tities of rubber diabolos. Grotesque sponge figures have 
recently become quite popular in the “natural” red color and 
in bright yellow and green. 

Rubber play balls of all sizes and styles of decoration form 
the principal item in the Czechoslovak trade in rubber toys. 
One dealer estimates that Czechoslovakia imports annually 
rubber balls to the value of 4,000,000 crowns. At the present 
time, Austrizn manufacturers, led by “Semperit,” have a 
practical monoply of the Czech trade in rubber balls. 

This class of plaything is in most cases supplied with a 
whistle, sounded by pressing the hollow figure. The rubber 
dolls and animal figures sold are well-formed and of good 
appearance; there are no standards, but all types of hand- 
some animal and doll figures—also rubber bugles, ete., and 
novelties of all kinds—are good sellers. The smaller, cheaper 

toys are sold in largest quantities; but there is also a good 
demand for the larger figures (6”, 7”, 8” length and over). 
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Georgia Clays for Rubber Filler 

Results of Compounding Tests of 18 Samples Comments of 

Rubber Manufacturers Who Cooperated with Bureau in the Work 

By W. M. Weigel’ 

Mineral Technologist, U. 

HE Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, as part 
of its investigational and research work on the non- 

metallic minerals, has been carrying on an investigation 
of Georgia white clays with respect to their use as fillers. 
This investigation covers all filler uses to which the clays may 
be put, but use as a filler for rubber is, naturally, of most 
interest to the rubber industry. 

The writer does not intend to discuss the relative merit, 

compared with other pigments, of clay or kaolin, as a filler in 
rubber. That subject has been pretty well covered’, although 
the proper place for and use of clay in high grade rubber 
compounds is a matter that is still in dispute. 

The object of the work discussed in this paper was to de- 
termine which Georgia clays, when properly prepared, were 
suitable or desirable for use in rubber compounding and 
what were their characteristics. Clay from Georgia 

mines is now used in rubber. Samples from these mines, as 
well as sample from undeveloped deposits, and from oper- 
ating mines where the output was used for other purposes, 

some 

were tested. 

Collection of Samples 

The number of samples collected does not, by any means, 
show the number of deposits available. It was impossible to 
collect and test samples from all known deposits, so repre- 
sentative ones were taken from the different districts with 
the idea of showing the extent of the areas available. 

Large samples, of about 1 ton each, were collected in the 
field. From them, small samples were taken and sent to the 

) Presented before the April meeting of the American Chemical 
Society and published by permission of the Director, Bureau of Mines 

(7) Some aspects of the Stress-Strain Curve, W. B. Wiegand, I/ndia 
Rubber World, Oct. 1, 1920, p. 15, and Clay in Rubber Compounds, Anon., 

India Rubber World, Dec. 1, 1923, p. 159. 

S. Bureau of Mines 

Southern Experiment Station of the Bureau of Mines at 
Tuscaloosa, Ala., where they were analyzed and their phys- 
ical properties determined. The large samples were sent to 
the Ceramic Station of the Bureau of Mines at Columbus, 
Ohio, where they were washed. All samples as collected were 
crude clay, and only those deposits that, by reason of size 
and transportation facilities, gave promise of economic value, 
were considered. Table I shows the distinguishing number 
and the location, or nearest shipping point. The missing 
numbers relate to samples that were collected for other pur 
poses and were not considered for filler use. 

Preparation of the Samples 
The crude clays, as mined, varied considerably in the pro- 

portion of contained impurities, mostly sand and mica. As 
the desire was to compare the clays as they are, or should be, 
prepared for the market, the samples were all washed under 
the same conditions and the refined or washed clays were 
tested. 

‘the small samples of crude clay were dried, pulverized to 
about 40 mesh and washed in lots of about 5 lbs. each, in a 
laboratory washer. ‘This was essentially a classifier with a 
rising current of water with a velocity of 0.20 mm. per see. 
I'he overflow from it was settled, filtered, dried and pulver- 
ized. The large samples, shipped to the Ceramic Station, 
were washed in a semi-commercial plant’ which has been 
described by Stull and Bole. This plant was so adjusted as 
to make a finished product with the same size of maximum 
grains as the product of the smaller washer, used in preparing 
the small samples. The dried press cake was pulverized in a 
Raymond pulverizer and was used in the rubber compounds. 
In both the laboratory and the semi-commercial preparation, 

(*) R. T. Stull and G. A. Bole, “Washing Tests of Georgia Clays 
Journal American Ceramic Society, Vol. 6, June, 1923. 

TABLE 1. 

Chemical Analysis and Physical Properties of Georgia Clays 
Average % of total surface 

Location or % retained particle of surface of — +. ————Chemical Analysis——— 
nearest Specific on 325 size in grains two jwicrons Loss on 

Sample No R.R. Station Gravity mesh microns and finer S10, Al,0, Fe,0, T10, K,0 Ignition 

Gl Gordon, Ga. 2.547 0.14 4.4 44.4 45.18 39.08 0.71 0.47 0.51 13.70 
G2 "5 a 2.547 0.30 3.3 57.7 32.11 46.82 0.93 0.57 0.53 18.67 

Gé4 - = 2.591 0.30 2.9 60.1 44.35 40.77 0.78 0.47 0.54 14.00 

G 6 McIntyre, Ga. 2.591 0.08 2.4 73.1 44.27 40.45 0.70 0.44 0.66 13.64 

G7 Claymount, Ga. 2.602 0.02 3.3 58.2 44.68 40.09 1.00 0.53 0.33 13.78 

Gs Griswald, Ga. 2.577 0.04 3.7 54.3 44.90 39.381 0.65 0.47 0.36 13.46 

G9 McIntyre, Ga. 2.589 0.04 3.2 57.0 44.26 40.05 0.85 0.47 0.39 13.61 
G15 Gordon, Ga. 2.601 0.04 4.1 54.0 43.59 40.70 0.70 0.41 0.46 13.81 
G16 Butler, Ga. 2.585 0.43 6.0 34.6 45.07 39.30 1.07 0.38 0.42 13.43 
G17 Butler, Ga 2.615 2.00 5.6 38.7 45.08 40.08 .50 0.59 0.49 13.16 

G 22 Perry, Ga. 2.540 1.07 5.2 55.2 43.24 41.25 .72 0.50 0.39 14.08 
G 24 Nakomas, Ga. 2.565 0.02 2.9 57.6 43.75 39.15 1.09 1.30 0.25 14.47 
G 26 McIntyre, Ga 2.575 1.20 5.0 45.2 44.27 41.08 0.72 0.50 0.39 13.60 
G 27 Hephzibah, Ga 2.598 0.40 3.9 51.9 44.26 40.51 0.78 0.47 0.45 13.69 
G 28 “te ” 2.595 0.20 4.0 47.3 44.28 40.66 0.64 0.44 0.52 13.63 
G 29 Dry Branch, Ga. 2.570 0.10 3.3 62.1 44.37 39.96 0.43 0.57 0.35 13.81 
G 30 “ ‘ ee 2.501 0.13 3.3 60.3 43.96 39 98 0.65 0.57 0.48 13.84 
G 31 2.596 0.07 3.4 73.4 44.50 39.51 0.85 1.07 0.34 13.71 
G 82 wih = ; 2.537 0.03 3.2 64.0 44.66 39.08 V.50 0.64 0.39 13.54 

G 33 Cuthbert, Ga. 2.575 0.06 3.8 69.0 38.78 43.46 0.48 0.74 0.49 15.78 

G 34 Toomsboro, Ga. 2.564 0.08 2.8 68.0 44.01 39.71 1.14 0.74 0.37 13.79 
G 35 McIntyre, Ga. 2.590 0.03 3.3 56.9 44.26 4011 0.71 0.90 0.43 13.85 
G 36 7 = 2.623 0.04 3.4 63.0 43.70 40.27 0.74 1.04 0.43 13.53 

G37 Toomsboro, Ga 2.611 0.50 3.5 55.7 44.11 40.45 0.71 1.05 0.37 13.58 

G 38 Wrileys, Ga. 2.595 0.17 2.7 81.3 44.95 39.74 0.92 0.93 0.39 13.64 
G 39 Toomsboro, Ga. 2.605 0.35 3.0 69.0 44.50 39.56 0.78 0.60 0.41 13.70 
G 40 Wrileys, Ga. 2.623 0.04 3.2 63.2 44.36 39.81 1.56 0.81 0.51 13.41 
G4l Toomsboro, Ga. 2.614 0.03 2.5 73.3 44.21 39.21 1.56 0.93 0.49 13.40 
G 42 Toomsboro, Ga. 2.625 0.07 3.2 68.5 44.30 40.01 1.42 1.09 0.32 18.32 
G 43 Wrileys, Ga. 2.636 0.30 4.5 50.4 46.50 36.17 1.97 1.05 0.57 12.72 
G 44 Gordon, Ga. 2.622 0.13 3.9 53.5 44.62 40.13 0.85 1.12 0.41 13.39 
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the elay adispersed Db the use of caustic soda, during the 

washing process, and the overflow was neutralized with sul- 

phurie acid to promote settling and filtration.‘ 

Methods of Testing 

Che al analyse nples of washed clay appear in 
Table | In addition to the oxides given in the table, most 

f the « s conti rnesia, phosphorous and sulphur 

n proportion rving trom verv small to bare traces 

i ri ' t test, was made by washing 20 

' e 25 mesh sereen with a gentile 

rt oO ter. tl nd weighing the residue remain 

( e ser oe ised was made from carefully 

ected ( minal openings of about 0.044 
' (int ! ( ( trie screen was exan ined under 

the ‘ particle size was determined 

microsee " hy t ‘ od tormerlh described by the 

aut! the basis ¢ specie surtace 

I'he d in microns, is given in 

lable \ reintoreing property in 

creas rse the finen of grain, the percentage of 

Live ot 1 i. » oO izes in each sample was 

ilated b I 1 ‘ in Bureau of Mines Teehniecal 

Pay OG | ‘ ; percentages tor particles 

tl é Space does not permit giving 

tne « piet ~ ! itv of the amples was 

determined | I l cnometer method 

The Bureau Mu d no ftaeilities for rubber com 

pound tests, so the oopel ( ot five manutacturer was 

el ted It I op nh cooperation en uch to 

font thy ' ‘ ay ere selected that would be 

rep? nt egrees ot finene Kach man 

’ eture vhich pern itted the sending 

ol ample ot Orne I clays to more than one manufac 

turer It i found that the manufacturers were opposed to 

using a unif com] it preferred to use the mix they 

had developed t boratory work As duplicate 

my ere tested under different condition it was hoped 

that the results could be reduced to a common basis for com 

parison, but difference n compounds and in time of eure 

were oO ter that OmMmpAaArTIsol was found to be impossible 

or til le lu 

The compounds and conditions of tests were as follows: 

\M ‘ Er A 

Pale Crepe 100 

D.P.G l 

Sulphur ) 

Clay 52 20 volumes. 

Batehes cured at 300°F for 20, 30, 40, 60 and 90 minutes 

and aged for 24 heurs befor testing. 

\l yUPAC RER B 

Base Compound ; 

Smoked sheets LOO 

Diphenylguanidine ] 

Sulphur 5 

Zin Ovid Ne \\ Jersey 

111 
59 

Clay ‘ 

30, 40, 60 Batches cured at 300°F for 10, 20, 

utes, and aged 24 hours before testing 

MANUFACTURER C 

and 90 min- 

First Latex Cre pe 49.4 

Hexamethylene-tetramine 0.5 

Sulphur 2.9 

Zine Oxide 7.2 
Clay 10.0 

100.0 
Batches cured at 288°F for 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 and 105 

minutes 

MANUFACTURER D 

Pale Crepe 100.0 
Aniline 3.0 

“+ The Use of Electrolytes in the Purification and 
Te h. Paper 281, U. S. Bureau of Mines 

“The Size and Character of Grains of Non-Metallic 
Bureau~-of Mines Tech. Paper 296 

(*) Schure< ht, H. G 

Preparation of Clays, 
(*) Weigel, W. M 

Mineral Fillers,” 
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Sulphur 10.0 

Clay 63.0 25 volumes 

Batches cured at 286°F, 40 lbs., for 105, 120, 135 and 150 

minutes. Tests were made 4 days after curing and after heat 
158°F dry heat. aging one week at 

MANUFACTURER E 

Smoked sheets 50 

Pale (¢ repe 50 

Diphenylguanidine 0.40 
Su pl ur 9 5O 

Jine Oxide 5.00 

( i\ s.00 

Batches cured at 286° F, 40 lbs. for 75, 90 and 105 ‘ 

3600; I 7.25 Gn Gn On On Ge Oe Oe) rT a. ee oe 

Manufacwrer B, G-39, cured 20 min 
_. 3200) —+—4-} + } j} 4 4 +-+-4 J mt 

5 ttt ep yt 
Z 2800h }Manufacturer C, G-6, cured 

+— 30 min. aged 90 days++- Bek 
x 2400) t+ +4 + 4+ + 4 + 

< Seene CCC 
~ | | 

++ | 
T = = | 

4 : cit t+ Ta | 

4A Manufacturer A, 4 
| 6-6, cured 30 min.| 

+ tT 4+ + +} 4 | 

= r 22 —+—_+ +~—.—+ ++ - — 

+~ Manufacturer E, G-4 cured 105 min.-—~ 

0 100 200 00 : “0 r 500 600 700 

ELONGATION, PER CENT 

—4—_4—_ 4-§ 4 4 > +p 4 

Stress Strain Curve Fig. | 

As the sent were marked by number only, the 
source of each clay \ 

pome ot the manutacturers, tor compartive purposes, gave 

the results o tests same conditions on some clays 

vely used in rubber. Three of marketed 

es and are here ealled X, \ and the 

fourth “China Clay. 

Lack of space prevents printing the full results of all 

nutacturers as unknown to the m: 

under the 

these are 

and Z, 

now ial 

' 
under trade nal 

tests, so that the data from each manufacturer have been 

summarizcd by f1IVINE the best results obtained tor each 

sample, with maximum tensile and elongation, and tensile 
and e’ ongation at 300 or 400% (when these results were 

furnished), as well as hardness as determined by a Shor 
durometer, abrasion and tear. Time of cure is given in 

minutes, and tensile strength in pounds. per square inch. 

rABLE II. RESULTS FROM MANUFACTURER A 

Stress Max 

Sample Hardness lime of Cure at 400 % Elong rensile Elong 

Git ) 1260 3250 650 

(74 > 60 980 2 720 

G7 6 40 1259 l 630 

F715 50 1150 2 ’ 
Gil 5 9) 1109 2300 675 

(.3 55 ») 92) 22 67 

\ 59 6) 550 212 750 

Comments of manufacturer A on the results of the test are 

as fol’ows: “None of the samples appear to be as soft as 
Clay Y, which is the softest c'ay we have used as a rubber 
filler. Sample 6, 7 and 15 approximate closely to Clay X, 
which is about the stiffest clay ordinarily encountered. The 
softer clays are for compounds where it is desired to retain 
a certain amount of flexibility. The stiffer clays serve to 
partly replace the more expensive zine ozide and gas black, 
where high resistance to abrasion is essential. Although these 
e'ays do not disclose any exeeptional properties, we see no 
reason why they should not have commercial value as rubber 
fillers, providing they are marketed with a proper regard 
to cleanliness, dryness and uniformity.” 

TABLE IIIf. RESULTS OF MANUFACTURER B 
Sample Time of Cure Stress at 400% Elong. Max. Tensile Elong 
G39 20 1674 3510 ° 585 
Base Compound ) 455 3430 695 
G50 sO 1680 tO) 555 

G35 tO 1820) s215 540 

G37 29 1790 3130 550 
G6 20 1835 3120 530 

G28 20 1760 3100 535 
Z 39 1735 2900 530 
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umes Comments of manufacturer B were as fo!lows: 
150 “Clay Z is a commercial clay, used at this plant. Each 

heat tress strain value is an average ot two test strips on each of 
wo independent mixings and eurings. If each of the cures 

taken and arranged in order of their stiffness at both 300 
nd 400%, you will find that in general, G37 and G6 are on 
op of the list, then comes G28. G35 and G39 are about the 
ame and follow the stiffer ones. G30 is the lowest of the 

ays vou submitted.” The above conclusions were drawn 
rom a study of all the results, based on tensile at 300 and 

100, and henee do not quite agree with the above table 

hich is arranged in order of breaking strength only, by 
tes : ‘ 

ieking out the maximum of each clay in all the cases. 

rABLE IV. RESULTS OF MANUFACTURER C 
arainess Tear Abra yn Cure Max. Tensile Elong 

65 965 5 5254 515 
X 69 14 747 60 203 431 

67 2 77¢ 60 2964 188 
‘ tm 90 2939 515 

61 1 57¢ 60 2923 156 

st la ~ a7 6 2658 156 

Y f 6 64 12 
i 551 15 2387 480 

! ot 105 2365 55 

Stresses below point of break were not recorded. 

Pneumatie tread stock, cured 50 min. at 294°F was taken 

L000, the index of abrasion. 

Manufacturer C’s comments, considering results of all 

res not given, were as follows: 

“G6 is by tar the best of the lot. It tests slightly better 
han Clay X. It has shghtly better tensiles, greater elonga 

on, same hardness, same or slightly better. resistanee to tear, 

wtter resistance to abrasion and was slightly faster curing. 
G4 and G25 test practically the same. They appear very 
similar to Clay X, but test slightly inferior to it. G4 is 
slightly better than G35. G30 tests very close to G35 but 

he tensiles are a little lower and eure slower. Resistance to tear 

ind abrasion slightly less. G6, G30 and G35 all test better 
- than Clay Y, and much better than China Clay. G26 tests 
VS poorer than the four above. It is comparable to China Clay. 

od It shows ro advantage over a large number of clays on the 

he market. G24 tests so poor that it is not worthy of con- 

sideration.” 

1 After a period of approximately 90 days, Manufacturer C 
n gain tested the compounds as given in Table IV, and re- 
+h corded the stresses at intermediate points of elongation, up 

le to the maximum. Hardness, tear and abrasion tests were not 

" arried out. The results are given in Table V. 

a TABLE V. RESULTS OF MANUFACTURER C 
n After Aging 90 days at Room Temperature) 

Sainple Cure Stress at 300% Elong. Max. Tensile Elorg 

G6 0 1979 3369 445 
G30 1173 3020 520 

4 60 1945 2833 $00 

Clay X ) 1749 2710 405 
; G35 75 1675 694 425 

Clay ¥ 75 1761 2511 415 
China Clay 45 1204 2452 190 
G26 0 1367 2422 490 

| G24 75 1340 2170 415 

The Manufacturer comments that the difference in results 
the two tests are due, possibly to natural experimental 

e error and the aging effect of the 90 days between tests. There 
s s very little difference in the relative rank of the samples 
r the two series of results. 

? TABLE VI. RESULTS OF MANUFACTURER D. 
C (Four days after curing) : 

| ‘ample Flardness Set Abrasion Cure Max. Tensile Elong. 
! rf 66 0.42 117 120 2465 590 

) ; 68 0.38 96 135 2275 730 

26 67 0.44 109 159 2275 690 

? :24 63 0.38 104 150 2250 610 
i16 66 0.43 100 120 2150 630 

) 27 65 0.46 107 150 2110 570 

; The abrasion is in comparison with a plant Standard taken 
at 100%, which is not a clay stock. 

The set was taken 30 seconds after breaking the test piece. 
Figures in tables VI and VII represent average of 4 tests. 

TABLE VII. RESULTS OF MANUFACTURER D. 

(After Heat Aging one Week at 158° F.) 
ample Set. Cure Max. Tensile Elong. 
G6 0.27 120 1985 450 

G26 0.35 120 1650 480 

G9 0.25 105 1445 490 

G27 0.42 120 1415 520 
G24 0.21 150 1390 390 

G16 0.21 105 1125 350 
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Manufacturer D’s comments were as follows: 
“Judging from the tests as a whole, G6 is decidedly superior 

to the others. It stood above the others to a marked degree 
in respect to abrasion and tensile, which are of great im- 
portance from a rubber man’s point of view. Its aging can 
be considered good. The tests of stretch and set are somewhat 
of secondary importance, but are normal for a clay in this 

We believe this clay would be acceptab'e to the rubber 
pcople. The stocks containing G16, G24 and G27 do not heat 
age as well as expected of a clay stock, and for that reason, 

stock. 

Bendel 
} 

Snellen 

+ 4-4 -$ +++ + 4-4 

$—4—p —p- $ $4 4 4 4 

Se ee ee ee Se ee 

POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH 
£ t 
ct 

24 #28 32 3.6 4.0 44 48 62 86 &0 
AVERAGE SIZE OF PARTICLE,MICRONS 

Fig. 2 

these three clays should not be considered for the best grade 
rubber stocks. The poor aging is concluded from the ab- 
normal drop in tensile and stretch. The six clays mix with 
rubber in a satisfactory manner.” 

TABLE VIII. RESULTS OF MANUFACTURER E 
Sample Cure Stress at 400% Elong. Max. Tensile Elong 
G4 105 780 2770 655 

G28 105 840 2660 630 
G29 90 770 26409 640 
G16 105 1010 2590 590 

G41 105 920 2130 560 

G40 105 940 2060 555 

Comments of manufacturer E were as fol’'ows:—“It seems 

that two different c'asses of clays are here represented, your 
samples marked G4, G28 and G39, showing higher tensile and 

better elongation, but less reinforcing power than samples 

numbered G16, G40 and G41.” 
It would seem from a study of all the results from Manu- 

facturer E, that the eure had not been carried over a wide 

enough range to obtain the maximum tensile available. The 
figures in Table VIII show the maximum tensile was for all 
clays except one, obtained from the longest eure given, and an 
examination of the stress-strain plots shows the curves still 
inclined at a considerable angle. 

Comparison of Clays Tested 
Of the four manufacturers to which G6 was submitted, three 

reported it superior to any of the others, or better than G1, 
4, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 24, 26, 27, 30 and 35. G4 was submitted to 
three, one reporting it first and the other two second, or 
superior to Gl, 7, 8, 15, 16, 24, 26, 28, 30, 35, 39, 40 and 41. 
G39 was submitted to two, one reporting it first and the other 
third, or superior to G16, 28, 30, 35, 37, 40 and 41. G30 was 
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The others are t ie 1e, with probably G7, 15, 28 and 37, 

showing the most promise of this second group. 

Stress-strain curves of the best clay from each series ot 

tests. where full data were received from the manutacturer, 

are shown in Fig. 1. That for Manufacturer C is from test 

of the elays after aging 90 days, as in the test immediately 

atter eure the stress« at intermediate points ot elongation 

were not taken The eurves are not comparable unless the 

different compounds and conditions of test are referred to. 

Effect of Grain Size 

It is generally assumed that of two pigments oO! the same 

kind the one with the finer particle size will have the greater 

reinforeing pow While some of the results seemed to be at 

varianes with this, and not enough tests with any one com 
pound were avai'able to give averages, it is believed that the 

plots in Figs. 2 end 3 are all so nearly of the same general 

assumption. The letters desig- 
test by the corresponding man- 

to the corresponding clay 

In Fig. 2 points 8 and 
y at variance. This may be due to ex- 

error in testing the rubber, in the determination 

particle size, or to the sample tested differing 

which determined. 

to boar out the 

nating the eurves refer to the 

The nul 

the prefix G 

chara r as 

hers reter 

omitted. 

utacturer 

number with 

24 nre considerab! 

perim ntal 

of the average 

from the was portion on particle size 
Curve C: is plotted from values obtained after 90 days aging 

of C. The results of E were inconsistent as «ompared with 
the other forr. This was probably due to insufficient cure, 
as previously mentioned, tut may have been due to errors 

which are the ones at variance. As 

any other manufacturer, no means of 
on samples 40 and 41, 

these were not tested by 
checking is available 
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the ultimate tensile is plotted against the per 
eent of surface in Grains 2 microns and finer, this value being 
given in column 6 of Table I. that the 
tensi'e rises with the per cent of very fine particles present in 
about the same way as indicated in Fig. 2. Here again points 

In Fig. 3, 

These eurves show 

for GS and G24 are considerably off the general line and 
would have to be disregarded. 

The results of a series of tests carried out with one com- 

pound with a large number of selected clay samples with 

varying particle size from minimum to maximum, should give 
interesting results. 

Estimated Value of Clays not Tested 

stated, a compounding test of all samples 
collected feasible, and the selection of tried 

out had to be made more or less at random to secure a wide 

range of particle size. The following is a tentative celassifi- 
eation of the untested clays based on particle size and per- 

While it is realized that only compound- 
made on the basis 

would indicate which clays give most promise of good results. 
Clays G31, 34 and 38 probably would prove suitable for 

rubber, G29, 32, 33, 36 and 42 put in 

a second group with yossibilities of value while G2, 17, 22, 

13 and $4 probably 

rubber compounding, where reinforcing properties were de 

As previously 

was not those 

centage of fine sizes. 

ing tests are final, a classification above 

high grade would be 

would not show any particular value in 

sired. 

All the samples are quite normal in chemical composition, 
with the exception of G2 and 33, which are bauxitie and G43 

which is silicious. No attempt is made to predict what effect 
this departure from normal in chemical composition wou'd 
have on a rubber compound. G24 which gave results ineon- 

sistent with its particle size, it may be noted, has a rather 
high content of iron and titanium, which 1 ay or may not 

account for the results obtained. 

Especial acknowledgement of indebtedness in this work is 

due The Central of Georgia Railway, who furnished the means 
of collection and transportation of the samples, and to the 
manufacturers who so willingly carried out the compounding 

tests. 

World Export Trade in Rubber Hose 

The total exports of rubber hose from all the important 
rubber manufacturing countries in 1922 amounted to about 
11,500,000 pounds, according to the Department of Com 

y led with exports of rubber hose officially 
reported as 4,057,570 pounds; the United States was second 
with exports of 3,381,210 pounds valued at $1,340,244; and 
the United Kingdom third with exports ot 1,068,480 pounds. 

Exports from Canada approximated 300,000 pounds. Aus- 
trian shipments amounted to 262,136 pounds, and those otf 
Italy 437,392 pounds. As the official trade statistics of 
France, Belgium, Japan and Australia, do not segregate ex 
ports of rubber hose, it was impossible to ascertain the exact 
volume, but it is fairly certain that the total exports of this 
commodity from the last countries named amounted to less 
than 2,000,000 pounds in 1922. 

Although the statistical information is not yet 
in sufficient detail to show the trade for all countries in 1923, 
the official statisties for Germany and the United States show 
the United States in the lead with exports of 4,455,502 pounds 
as compared with 5,667,572 pounds for Germany. 

meree. .Germany 

available 

Rubber Latex Paper in Demand 

Rubber latex paper has evidently come to stay according 
to an interview with O. Storer, director of Lepard & Smith, 
Ltd., the wel!-known paper firm. Mr. Storer states that a 
ready demand has been built up for ordinary rubber latex 
papers, such as writing and printing for office and commercial 
use, and that a new wrapping paper has been discovered in the 
nature of proot parchment, which will be a very 

competitor to vegetable parchment. Both scientific 
and practical tests have proved it to be more grease-resisting 
than any vegetable parchment tested alongside it for com- 
parative data, yet it can be sold at about 30 per cent lower 
price. 
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VULCANIZATION & ACCELERATORS 
By Andre Dubosc 

PART 1 

Theory of Vulcanization 
Bysow’s Theory Similar to that of Ostwald 
but the Former Worked with Bomb Calorimeter 
—Arguments of Kindacher and Hendricksen— 
Pellier Theory Founded on Colloidal Action 

ber, of sulphur and of vulcanized rubber as well, Bysow 

made certain observations which lead him to arrive at the 
conclusion that the vulcanization of rubber is not accom- 
panied by the evolution of heat. It would follow from this 
that this phenomenon is not due to chemical action, at least 
within the limits of temperature that are employed in the 
vuleanization of rubber. Chemical action would take place 
only at a point starting with 150 degrees C, but at that 
temperature it would produce substances which are perfectly 
unutilizable. 

Starting with these principles, Bysow evolved a new theory 
of rubber vuleanization, which closely approaches the Ostwald 
theory. In accordance with that scientist what takes place 
in this ease is a process of imbibition or soaking. This is 

essentially of a physical character and follows on a change 
of state, and is analagous to that which takes place in the 
ease of colloids. Thus for example when gelatine or glue is 

p'aced in cold water, imbibition or soaking of these substances 
takes place, whereby water is absorbed by them. When the 
rubber is vuleanized its property of imbibition changes, as 
well as the elasticity and the di-electrie qualities of the gum. 

Then the purely chemical reaction between the rubber gum 
and the sulphur takes place effectively, but only when the 
temperature rises. This phenomenon is the one that is con- 
cerned—as practical observations can substantiate—the dete- 
rioration of vulcanized rubber used for technical purposes. 

s making determinations of the heat of combustion of rub- 

Reaction Takes Place Easily with Sulphur Chloride 
This reaction, which is not effected by sulphur in hot vul- 

canization, on the contrary will easily be effected when the 
vuleanization is accomplished by means of sulphur chloride. 

In reality the vuleanization theory evolved by Bysow is 
based on the fact that the vulcanizing of rubber is a_phe- 
omenon which is not accompanied by the evolution of heat. 
When Weber determined the heat of combustion of a vulean- 
ized rubber, which was assumed to have the formula, CoHS:, 
he found that this figure corresponded to 1,444 calories, while 
the theoretical heat of combustion of the same molecule was 
1,474 ealories. According to Weber, the heat of formation of 
the rubber molecule in the vuleanized condition must, there- 
fere, be the difference between these two figurs, or 30 calories. 

Hence a chemical reaction must have taken p!ace. 

Work with the Bomb Calorimeter 
On the other hand Bysow worked with the bomb calorimeter 

ind he found that one gram of rubber, which had been mixed 
ith twenty-five per cent of its weight of sulphur but not 
ubjected to a vuleanizing process, gave a heat of combustion 
corresponding to 8,611.4 ealories. On the other hand one 

rram of the vuleanized rubber, which contained exactly the 
ame percentage of sulphur, gave as the heat of combustion 
nly 8,609.5 ea!ories. 
In this ease the heat of formation could not have been more 

(CONTINUED ) 

than 1.9 calories. This figure is of course insignificant, as it 
falls within the realms of experimental error in the deter- 
mination of heats of combustion. 

Nevertheless the proof of the non-chemical nature of the 
vuleanizing process, as presented by Bysow in the above, is 
not indisputable. If for a moment it is admitted that the 
ideas of Ostromylenski on the vulcanization of rubber are 
correct, it is sufficient that a very small amount of the rubber 
gum be subjected to chemical combination in erder to effect 
the vuleanization of the entire rubber mass, after being ab- 
sorbed by it. Now it may be totally ignored that it is exactly 
the molecular weight of rubber (CwHs)x, in which the factor 
x can vary between wide limits, from 27 to 47 in accordance 
with the tests that were last made by Henricksen and Kind- 
schler. The chemical reaction can therefore exercise its effect 
on only an extremely small mass, whi'e bringing about the 
vuleanization of the entire mass, and in doing this the heat 

evolved by the process may be very small, of the magnitude 
that was determined by Bysow. 

The Endothermic Reacticn 

On the other hand, as a final point in this discussion, nothing 
prevents the supposition that the vulcanization reaction is 
endothermie in character. For various reasons the Bysow 
theory of the vulcanization of rubber appears to the writer 
to be rather inadmissible, due particularly to the fact that it 
does not agree with the results that have been obtained in 

experimentation on the vulcanization of rubber at low tem- 
peratures with the assistance of sulphur chloride. 

The Kindacher and Hendricksen Theory 

These two chemists are partisans of the physical theory 
of the vuleanization of rubber. On the other hand they ad- 
vance in support of their theory other arguments than those 
presented by Ostwald. Their conviction is based on the fol- 
lowing facts. 

1. In a chemical combination all the sulphur that is added 
to the rubber gum must be absorbed. But this does not take 
place as indicated, for no matter what the proportion is of 
the sulphur that is mixed with the rubber, a certain per- 
centage of it always remains in the free condition and ean be 
extracted from the vuleanized rubber mass by the aid of 
acetone or other solvents of similar nature. 

2. Kindacher and Henricksen assume that the total mass of 
sulphur that is found in a vuleanized rubber mixture, whether 
this sulphur is present in the free or in the combined state, 
can be extracted by sufficient prolongation of the gasoline 
extraction process. This fact cannot be substantiated by 
anyone. 

3. The union of sulphur and rubber molecule takes place 
under conditions in which there is no great amount of. gas 
liberated. From this it can be assumed the union between 
sulphur and rubber can be only one of addition and not of 
substitution. 
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4. The combinations that take place between sulphur and 
in any definite proportions, aceording to 

these proportions vary with the temper- 
rubber cannot be 

stoichiometric rules; 

ature and the time that is consumed in the vulcanization 

process. This could not be so, if there were any true chem- 
ical combination between the molecule of sulphur and the 

molecule of rubber 

5. The results of the vulcanization varies in accordance to 

the mechanical treatments to which the rubber may be sub- 
jected before its vulcanization, such treatments as being cut 

up into rolling, mastication, ete. 

6. The relations that exist between the temperature and the 
combination of sulphur with the rubber molecule are more in 
accord with a coefficient of adsorption than with a coefficient 
of chemical combination 

7. The which show the variations in the 

amount of combined sulphur, or so-called combined sulphur, 

vuleanization change, alter 

pieces, 

various curves, 

as the temperature and time of 

their directions many times. 

Refutation of these Arguments 

All these arguments which were presented by Kindacher 

Henricksen are refutable and the partisans of the chem- 
ical theory of the vulcanization of rubber have the following 
observations to be in counter-action to the above. 

1. There are a certain number of loose bonds, which when 

rubber is in a definite molecular condition ean be saturated 

with sulphur. The rest of this metalloid, which 
added to the mixture in exeess, remains in such condition for 

so long a time until a rise in the temperature can no longer 

modification in the original molecular condition of 

the rubber to take place. Moreover it does not indicate that 

all the sulphur, which is recovered from the acetone solution 
The solid status of 

rubber and sulphur, does not allow a 
intimate mixture to take place between them so 

There 

free 

and 

has been 

cause a 

by evaporation is in the free condition. 
substances, 

sufficiently 

that the reactions that occur are complete in character. 
must present a certain 
sulphur 

Industrial vuleanization of rubber, which has for its prime 
purpose the production of rubbers possessing certain definite 
properties, must not be taken as a type of a chemical reaction. 
To a certain degree it is possible to compare it with an ether- 

ification, in which the component ingredients, in accordance 
with the temperature attained and the time consumed in the 
vulcanization, can unite to form different mixtures which are 
in the state of an equilibrium. 

2. The practical vulcanization is not in 
accord with the assumption that complete extraction of sul- 
phur can be accomplished by exhaustive digestion with gaso- 
line. If it is possible to remove all the sulphur that is 
contained in then the latter loses all its 
properties acquired when it was digested with that 
metalloid 

the two 

therefore always be excess of 

irreversibility of 

V ulk anize d rubber, 

which it 

If, as has been indicated in the first place, the rubber cum 

is devuleanized completely by utilizing the reversible proper- 
ties of vuleanization accelerators, this end is attained only 
through a chemical reaction. The gum that is the result of 

these treatments possesses all the properties and all the dis 

advantages of a crude depolymerized gum. 

Treatment with Acetone 

In heating vuleanized rubber, which has previously been 
freed from it 
with 

content of free sulphur by means of extraction 
acetone, itl petroleum distillation products, possessing 

rubber is obtained. During 

volatilization of the sulphur does not take 

hich boiling points, a solution of 

the heating process 

place, and neither does crystallization take place in the 
strongly chilled final liquor. Now both of these phenomena 
would have taken place, had the sulphur remained in the 
mixture, atter the 

present there in the 

acetonic extraction, and if it had been 
The same conclusions may 

worked up in other 
solvents, such as phenol, terpineol, salol, ete. 

3. The combination of sulphur with the rubber molecule is 
additive and not one of substitution. According to the state 
of the polymerization of the rubber, a condition which may be 
described as a chain of molecules of dimethyl cyclo octadiene, 
the valencies of which are mutually saturated, leaving two 

condition tres 

be reached when vuleanized rubber is 
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free bonds at each extremity of the chain, sulphur unites with 

the rubber molecule to give a series of additive compounds, 
of which one limiting combination possesses the formula: 
CwHwS:, and the other limiting combination whose formula 

is (CwHse) aS. 

4. All substances that possess colloidal characteristics, when 
they react with various substances, produce a series of com- 
binations through a process of absorption, whose proportions 
are not definite. This is analagous to the compounds that are 
formed between sulphur and the rubber molecule. In a great 
many of these reactions which result in such combinations, it 
is no more possible to deny the operation of a chemical 
phenomenon than it is possible to deny the chemical combi- 
nations that are formed by rubber with bromine, with the 
oxide of nitrogen, with ozone or hydrochloric acid. 

Depolymerization Due to Heat 
5. The preliminary mechanical operations, which are per- 

formed on the rubber mass, either before or after sulphur is 
mixed with it, result in the depolymerization of the rubber, 
as can be proven by making determinations of the viscosity 
of the rubber solutions before or after these operations. This 
depolymerization of the rubber mass is due as much to the 
heat that is developed during the mechanical operations per- 
formed on it, as from the heat that is transmitted from the 
steam heated rolls to the rubber The same results 
can be obtained when the rubber gum is directly heated in 
the medium of an inert gas. 

A rubber gum which has been brought to the same degree 
of depolymerization, in other words whose viscosity in so- 
lution with proper solvent has been reduced to the same point, 
which may be accomplished either by direct heating or by 
mastication between heated rolls, behaves in exaetly the same 
manner during the course of the vulcanization process. The 
variations in the vulcanization which are observed under these 
conditions are functions of the viscosity, which is to say of 
the state of depolymerization of the rubber on which the sul- 
phur is allowed to act. 

The Pellier Theory 

The theory of vulcanization of rubber, which was evolved 
by Pellier, is comparatively little known, but it is very in- 
teresting. The reason for this is that it carries the question 
of the vuleanization of rubber to the field of colloidal chem 
istry. This is the realm of chemistry to which all discussions 
relative to rubber belong, for rubber, as is often forgotten both 
by the chemists as well as by practical men, is a typical 
colloid. 

It is assumed by Pellier, in accordance with observations 
similarly made by Weber, that the vulcanization of rubber 
is caused by a pectinization of the rubber molecule which is 
brought about by chemical combination between sulphur and 
the colloidal gum. It is known, that in certain when 
very small quantities of certain substances are allowed to act 
on colloids, they result in their polymerization or pectinization 

mass. 

cases, 

The same appears to be true of the colloidal rubber 
molecule. 

The manner in which rubber behaves, after the resinous 

matter that it contains has been removed by an acetone ex 
traction, on being dissolved in ether, leads one to believe that 
these resinous substances which are often the products ot 
oxidation of the rubber, play an important role in the poly 
merization and depolymerization of the gum. The part that 
these resinous substances play is even perceptible at ordinary 
temperatures, as in the case of chlorine, bromine, ozone chlo 
ride of sulphur, while the action of sulphur is only appr 
ciable at a temperature higher than 120 degrees C, because it 
is necessary to bring the sulphur into solution before it car 
act on the rubber. 

Victor Henry has developed the law of distribution of 
dissolved substance between the solvent in which it is dis 
solved and a colloidal substance which is in contact with the 
solution. It may be considered that vulcanization at a low 
temperature and at elevated temperatures is the contact of 
colloidal sulphur with a dissolved substance, which must b 
distributed between the solvent and the colloid. 
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| Trade Catalogs 

EDITOR'S REVIEW DESK 
Books Articles 

1924 Green Book Wuo’s Wno. Issued to subseribers and 
sold to others by the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, Inc., 
100 William St., New York, N. Y. 334” x 8”. 604 pp. 

Sinee the first edition of Who’s Who in the chemical, dye- 
stuff, drug, paint, oil, fertilizer and related industries was 
published in 1913 each succeeding edition of the compre- 
hensive directory has reflected the progress in the industry 
which it covers. The 1924 edition is the largest published and 
contains almost a hundred more pages than the 1923 issue. 

It is also improved in arrangement. The directory hes 
been divided into three parts, the first of which is devoted to 

chemicals; the second part is concerned with machinery and 
apparatus; and the third section comprises a directory of 
chemists and engineers. 

An alphabetic classification has been followed wherever 
possible with the idea of eliminating general headings. In 
eases where the chemical or piece of machinery is known 
under various names, cross-references enable the user of the 
book to find the item which he seeks. 

* > * 

How We Ger Unirorm Output FRoM WIDELY SEPARATED 
Piants. By P. W. Litchfield, first vice president, Goodyear 
Tire & Rubber Co. Published in the July issue of Factory. 

There are several advantages in having plants located in 

various sections of the country. Chief among them is a sav- 
ing on freight, which, in the case of heavy articles such as 
tires, is considerable. The Goodyear company also saves an 
import duty of 37% of the selling price of the tires by main- 
taining a plant in Canada. Interplant competition has also 
resulted in lower costs. Lastly, should one plant be destroyed, 
the other two could make shipments until the damaged build- 
ing had been repaired. 

Not every company can afford to have branch plants for 
numerous reasons. Although Goodyear has operated its Ca- 
nadian plant for twelve years, it was not until four years 
ago that a western plant was opened at Los Angeles, Cal. 
Mr. Litchfield contrasts the development of the two plants and 
writes of the selection of 100 key-men for the 100 most im- 
portant positions who were sent to the new plant after eight 

months during which they devoted all their time to training 
for the jobs they were to fill in the California plant. 

The three plants have to be kept constantly in touch with 
one another. Every day the home factory sends out letters 
and telegrams to the other two plants and every month sta- 
tistics of the most important kind are exchanged. Executives 
in each of the three plants make two or more visits a year 
to the other plants. 

Most of this contact work is handled through the interplant 
relations department at the Akron factory. Beginning as an 

offshoot of the personnel department, it grew as the need for 
it increased. Every day from 30 to 50 letters are received 
from the subplants and a complete report in code daily brings 
up-to-the-minute developments. From its knowledge of the 
factory organization, the interplant relations department may 
easily select the man best suited to help in the solution of a 
problem. The problem goes direct to the maintenance de- 
partment and a copy goes to the interplant relations 
department. 

The interplant relations department gives as much attention 
to a problem as it would receive should the man submitting 
it visit Akron for a conference. Executives at the other 
plants have great confidence in the department. The author 
goes on to deseribe the work of this department in detail. 

“Our interplant relations men are ambassadors. They 
represent the outside plants,” he coneludes. “We have always 
thought that, if it were impossible for an Akron man to 
project his mind out to California and north to Canada, we 

would actually bring a California man and a Canadian man 
here to Akron for six months of the year. But this step has 
never been necessary. 

“Last year Goodyear made and marketed its sixty-millionth 
tire. We could not have made so many tires, nor made them 
so uniform, nor weathered the handicaps and the hardships 
that big businesses have faced since the slump, had it not been 
for the perfect correlation of effort in our three plants.” 

* * * 

Cuemicat Lanoratory Apparatus—Catalogue B, 324 p.p. 
bound in blue and stamped in gold, issued by the Chemical 
Rubber Co., West 112th St. & Locust Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. 

This volume, comprising a most complete and comprehen- 
sive list of apparatus and supplies used in scientific and com- 
mereial laboratories, should prove of especial interest to 
chemists, teachers of chemistry and those engaged in indus- 
trial and medical research. Its seope ranges from the familiar 
accessories of laboratory equipment, such as rubber gloves, 
aprons, ete., to the Koch Inspissator (Coagulator) for blood 

tests, and several pages are devoted to the most recent types 

of microscopes. The catalogue is fully illustrated and in- 
dexed. The publishers announce that they will be glad to 
send a copy to those interested, requests to be made on bus- 
iness letterhead. 

* * = 

UNDERRATING THE CHEMICAL ENGINEER IN THE RvuBBeErR IN- 
pustry. Editorial in the June 2 issue of Chemical € 
Metallurgical Engineering. 

Skepticism still exists in certain quarters of the rubber in- 
dustry regarding the need of the chemical engineer. The idea 
prevails that there is more need for the chemist than those 
who are competent to apply the principles of chemical en- 
gineering. Those who decry the chemical engineer do not 
realize that the actual technology of production should be his 
job. In some plants no chemical engineers are employed; in 
one of the largest only one man bears that title. 

“Even in this plant his work is borderline in nature, not 
striking at the problems that should be recognized as within 
his province. Where this order prevails it is not strange that 
the chemical engineer passes largely unappreciated as a val- 
uable means of increasing efficiency in production; that the 
chemist is glorified to such an extent that his engineer brother 
remaims in obscurity.” 

Milling is one of the major production operations. Here 
the various materials are brought together and worked into 
a composite mixture. Close temperature control, handling of 
a difficult material, mixing under unusual conditions and ac- 
curate time control are involved. “Refrigeration of these 
mills is an engineering problem of the first order.” 

Chemists, practical men and mechanical engineers are not 
in accord as to the best method of washing and drying raw 
rubber. Gum-dipped goods introduce the problem of solvent 
recovery but such recovery is questionable under certain mar- 
ket conditions. It is the job of the chemical engineer to 
direct the operation and it is his job to decide the commercial 
future of water dispersion. 

“Tt is not intended to underrate the contributions that 
chemists are making to the rubber industry...... The rub- 
ber chemist who scoffs at the chemical engineer, and there 
are many such, displays a lack of perspective that is not con- 
ducive to the major interests of the industry. There is no 
place for skepticism, either open or concealed, as to the ben- 
efits that may accrue from the intelligent application of the 
fundamental principles of chemical engineering to the prob- 
lems of the rubber industry.” 

The Editor would welcome the expressions of readers’ opin- 

ions on the need of the chemical engineer in our industry. 
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Import Production Export | 
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British Rubber Statistics ee ners as 821 0.4 
, ; ROK 9 5 0.3 

Movements of All Kinds of Rubber to and from the United - - 6 3546 0 2 .'s + 0.3 
Kingdom as per Board of Trade Returns During May 16 x 6 3,386 0.2 2,400 0.2 

IMPORTS 4x7 877 0.1 
May Five months ended May 38 x 7 1,169 0.1 1,101 0.1 

Fro 1924 1923 1922 1924 1923 1922 16x 8 918 0.1 
Straits Settlements & F.M.S , 785 2996 $908 15,652 18,201 16,958 to x 8 1,023 0.1 833 0.1 

Ceylor British India R77 519 754 5,777 5,863 5,735 — 

Ditch Kast Indies, et 747 512 990 3,302 2,740 3,350 1,381,756 100.0 
Brazil and Peru r11 205 447 1,539 1,458 1,608 = 
Other Countrie ! 128 20 929 700 205 

e ar ae T ° 

Total Tons 703 4,360 6,119 27,199 28,955 27,856 Importations of Crude Rubber Into the United 
EX PORTS ; 

May Five months ended May States During June, 1924 
1924 1923 1922 1924 1923 1922 mz 

nited States of Amer 1742 6.534 686 12,884 21,280 13,086 Figures compiled and distributed by The Rubber Association of 
anada 201 120 60 1,561 1,139 261 oe 

France 1,810 1,424 1,023 8,159 7,015 5,932 — America, Ine. 
Belgium 132 172 95 861 800 598 (Fstimated net weights—long tons.) 
Italy 408 293 264 2,150 1,72 1,098 PLANTATIONS AFRICANS 
Spain 57 14 71 198 96 227 From Tons From Tons 

Gerimar Austria, ll!ungary 1,175 231 834 3,348 2.549 4,035 Batavia 1,974 Bordeaux 20 
Russia 393 14 399 193 14 Belawan- Deli 1,399 Liverpool 26 

Swede Norway & Denmark 123 84 47 730 366 239 Colombo 621 
Uther Countries in Europ. 112 50 151 872 381 506 Japan and Others 243 46 

Uther ( ntries 21 53 24 163 166 86 Liverpool 185 CENTRALS AND GUAYULE 

London 1,471 Centrals (Mexico and 

Total Tone 871 9,368 3,269 30,825 35.909 26.082 Malacca 703 Central America) 115 

Landings, Deliveries and Stocks in London and Liverpool as ~ as 977 Guayule (Mexico) * 7 
Returned by the Warehouses and Wharves During the Month orgy a i" 247 

of May Singapore 7.239 PARAS 

Landed Delivered Stocks 3ist May Sourabaya 921 Iquitos 24 

for May for May 1924 1923 1922 ~—— Manoas 344 
Lomdon 16,310 Para 369 

Piantation 4.512 7,435 51,329 54,035 70,018 : 

Other Grades 11 118 101 128 737 

Liverpool GUMS, WASTE RUBBER, ETC., IMPORTED FROM VARIOUS 
Plantation 106* 917* 4,.270* »,953* 7,.593* SOURCES 

Para and Peruviar $20 394 716 297 980 Tons Tons 

Other Grades 210 229 429 Waste 10 Miscellaneous Gums 796 

, ray Se , a a Balata 15 

Te ae Tons Lo don and Liverpool 4,949 8,746 56,643 60,615 79,148 COMPARISON 1923-1924 
iflicial Returns from the six recognized Public Warehouses Total Importations 6 

Movements of All Kinds of Rubber, Excluding Gutta, Balata and months ending, JUNE 30 

Guayule, to and from the U.S.A., as per Returns of the United JUNE-1923 JUNE-1924 1923 1924 
States Department of Commerce Plantations 31,57: 16,310 178,947 446,622 

Three Paras 1,032 737 i BSS »,811 

March months ended March Africans 256 46 2,617 1,291 

1924 1923 1922 1924 1923 1922 Central 42 i 269 —o 
IMPORTS (tons 20,730 30,929 28,667 74,154 93,493 82,576 ‘uayule 132 pS es 
EXPORTS (tons 1,079 1,114 656 2,681 2,865 1,536 Manicoba and Matto Grosso 9% 

RECEIPTS AT PARA ; 32. 934 17.340 190.039% 154,816 
anuary - 

May May (5 months) ARRIVALS PLANTATIONS FOR JUNE, 1924, SHOWING PORTS OF 
1924 1923 1922 1924 1923 1922 ORIGIN AND ARRIVAL 

Rubbe 1,110 730 1,000 6,850 6,650 7,642 From Arrived at Tons 
Cane) ’ 480 500 3741 2.364 2,035 Batavia New York 1,974 

Belawan- Deli Los Angeles ll 

7 1 , 1¢ 1.210 1.500 10.591 9.014 ) 677 Belawan- Deli Ne York 1,388 
Colombo New York 621 

Japan and Others New York 235 

Japan and Others Seattle 8 

‘ ; Liverpool New York 185 

Rims Inspected in May and June Lenion Boston. ; 
. London New York 1,464 

MAY TUNE Malacca New York 703 
Si N her Pet Number Pet Penane Boston 2Y 

Clincher |] Penang New York 948 
@x ne 6.580 0.5 Port Swettenhan Bostor 4 
> - : , 996 1 Port Swettenhan New York 571 

wx 16,154 0.9 41,272 5.0 Rotterdam New York 2 

x 61 47.0 628,816 $5.5 Singapore Boston 150 
i i 1 1.8 7,5 2.0 Singapore Los Angeles 156 

Str htside, Pa Singapore New York 6,929 

7x 3! i8s 0.0 950 0.0 Singapore Philadelphia 4 
2 11 ) +9 47.357 +4 Sourabaya Boston 5 
’ x 0.0 none Sourabayva Los Angeles > 

x 141 | 7.6 108,615 7.8 Sourabaya New York 911 
\ 1.41 0.1 1.752 0.1 - 

. i 114,58 6.1 72,279 5.3 16.310 

ix 4 124,364 ( £5,054 4.2 ARRIVALS OF PLANTATIONS BY PORTS 
x 4 42.71 2.3 63,894 1.6 Atlantic Ports 

i} x 4 ti4 0 none Bostor 195 

32 x 4 14.418 5.0 102,22 7.4 New York 15,951 

ix 4 i S 0.4 2,565 0.2 Philadelphia 4 

Mx 4 105 0.0 

9x 4! 62,654 ; 17,691 1.3 16.130 

mx 4! 18,1 2.5 45,911 3.4 Pacific Ports 

1x 4! i 1.3 47,475 t.4 Los Angeles 172 
aw at 11 1% 6.1 78.996 5.7 Seattle S 
tx 4! 14,1¢ 0.8 5.770 0.4 
x 1.98 2.315 0.2 Vote Word has bee: received that 180 

1 0.4 12.620 0.9 1500 tonsa of Plantati anded at N. Y¥ 

x ¢ 644 0 1.210 0.1 City, showld be added to above total 16.310 
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New York, July 15, 1924 
During the past ten days considerable 

activity has been noted in the market and 
to date prices show an approximate gain 
of one cent over quotations in our last 
ssue. On June 30 during the early 
morning trading the October position de- 
clined over 2'4%e with the July position 
also showing a loss due to a heavy selling 
pressure abroad but at the close with good 
demand manifested by local traders July 
showed a net gain of 17 points to 12 

points lower on October. Liverpool 
showing a weakness declined from 20 to 
19 English points with quotations reach- 
ing the lowest levels of the month. On 
the first, however, with large covering 

operations going forward on the July 

position prior to the government’s cotton 
report and with Liverpool displaying a 
decided strength in face of the previous 
day’s weakness, the tone of the market 
firmed up and prices for nearby cotton 
showed an advance of three quarters of a 
eent. 

On the above date The American Cot- 
ton Association issued its June report, 
placing condition at 68.1, indicating an 
improvement over May of this vear of 3.2 
per cent, while the acreage condition was 
placed at 38,429,000. showing an increase 

of 3.5 per cent over 1923. Advices re- 
ceived from a large majority of the cot- 

ton states however tend to point out that 
a eritieal situation is confronting this 

season’s crop due to the poor and ragged 

stands in connection with the average 
wo to three weeks lateness of the crop. 
This should constitute an important fae- 
tor in estimating the final harvesting of 

the crop although it is exceedingly diffi- 

ult at the present time to estimate the 

percentage of loss due to poor stands. In 
iddition many states report a large per- 
centage of the cotton acreage to be grassy 
due to recent heavy rains which have pre- 
ented farmers from putting the crop in 

rood condition. 

The United States Department of Ag- 

ulture issued a statement on the 2nd 
t this month that the 1924 crop will 

ield approximately 12,144,000 bales and 
placing the area now under cultivation at 

10,403,000 acres as compared with 38,- 
701,000 aeres in 1923. While further 

reports from the Bureau of Agriculture 

state that foreign production continues 
rood for both Lower and Upper Egypt, 
ind that there will be a considerable in- 
rease in cotton acreage outside the 
United States, there is little likelihood 
of any serious competition arising from 
new cotton areas abroad inasmuch as the 

most important cotton areas are located 

Cottons and Fabrics 

at a great distance from continental 
market centers and have for the most 
part very primitive agriculture. 

On the 8th an advance in prices of over 
half a cent took place in the market with 
a large covering movement under way in 
many directions due not only to heavy 
rains in the Atlantie states where dry 
weather is badly needed but also to the 
early morning cables from Liverpool 

which showed a recovery from the pre- 
vious day of 20 English points. The 

market eased off, however, at a late hour 
with buyers displaying little interest. 
On the following day with weekly weath- 

er reports showing a decided improve- 
ment in crop conditions and with a con- 
tinued covering movement on the July 

position a further recovery in prices was 
noted with an advance of 43 to 90 points. 
Cables from Liverpool reported that 
market as firm with a considerab'e buy- 
ing interest manifested in the nearby 
positions. 

On the 10th a reaction from the pre- 
vieus rise took place with a heavy selling 

pressure encountered. With favorable 
weather reports and the elimination of a 
considerable short interest, selling started 

ut the opening and prices deelined below 
the previous day’s closing quotations. 
An advance that carried the October po- 
sition over 2544¢ as compared with 2334¢ 
a week ago featured the market on the 

I4th with July selling in most quarters 
at 301e, the highest level reached in sev- 
eral months. Reports on domestic con- 
sumption for June showed 350,000 bales 

us compared with 413,000 during May 

and 542,000 during June of last year. 
Buyers for the most part withdrew from 
the market as prices advanced leaving 
the January position 9 points lower, but 
with July showing a net gain of 34 points. 

Close 

Open High Low Close June 30 
July 30.06 30.48 29.95 30.03 29.12 

October 25.25 25.55 24.95 25.04 24.86 

December 24.50 24.83 24.14 24.24 24.18 

24.35 24.55 24.00 24.11 25.92 

TIRE FABRICS 
During the past ten days general in- 

activity has featured this market with a 
nominal amount of orders placed for the 

January 

account of manutacturers tor compara- 

tively small sized quantities. As July 
and August usually constitute a quiet 
period in every year, with curtailment in 
production prevalent among tire compan- 
ies and with the market this vear in a 
considerably weaker condition than dur- 
ing previous periods, little busine sis 
looked for by the majority of the trade 

for some time to come. 
Credit risk still continues to play an 

important part in the making of prices 
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with many mills showing a reuctance to 
sell beyond the spot position. While 

Carded Peeler Cord 23/5/3 is obtainable 
in many directions today at 53e and 
lower some sel'ers are asking from 55¢e to 

56e with sales reported passed at these 
prices. The market during the week end- 
ing June 28 was a dull affair but many 
factors in the trade reported a consider- 
able increase in activity durmg the fol- 
lowing week with buyers placing many 
inquiries in the market for both spot 
and future shipments. On the 7th one 
sale of 20,000 pounds of 1744 oz. Square 
Woven was noted at 534c with 5le to 
52¢ quoted in other directions. In com- 
parison with the above sa’e an order for 
20,000 pounds of 1744 0z. Square Woven 
was placed on the 10th at 50e per pound, 
spot. It is evident that consumers are 
still continuing to carry a minimum of 
stocks on hand in the endeavor to pur- 
chase their present requirements at the 
lowest possible price obtainable by shop- 
ping. 

Additional shutdowns of tire fabrie 
plants are reported to have taken place 
of late, and it is the general opinion that 
unless a considerable increase in business 
takes place, few of these plants will find 
enough to warrant a reopening for some 
time to come. Those mills now running 

hope to continue on by additional busi- 
ness feeling that the majority of tire ecom- 
panies have not vet finished their buying 
for the year. 

With stocks of both balloon and cord 
tires being only moderately consumed 

many tire manufacturers have been forced 
to defer ce'ivery of fabrie on both cost 

plus and new contracts. 
CORD FABR:CS 

Combed Sakellarides ... Nominal 
Combed Peeler . ; : Ib Nominal 
Carded Peeler lh 53 fa 56 

Combed Egyptian uppers lb 66 @ 67% 
Carded Egyptian uppers Ib 61 a 63 

SQUARE WOVEN 
17 4 -ounce Egyptian uppers, 

combed ere Tee lb. Nominal 
17 4 -ounce Egyptian uppers, 

carded ib 60 a 63 

17%4-ounce Sakellarides, combed 

lb. Nominal 
17 4 -ounce Peeler, carded Ib 2 « 55 

Ducks-—A general inactivity has fea- 

tured the market for the past two weeks 

due both to the reeent holidays and to 
the tact that many mills are oceupied at 
the present time in making up their in- 

ventories. Interest on the part of con- 

sumers continues to lag with orders placed 

being for the most part only of sufficient 
quantity to meocot present requirements. 
However consumers of hose and belting 

duck have displayed a renewed interest 
with quantities wanted of this grade be- 

Continued on Page 312) 



Chemicals and Compounding Ingredients 

THE INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL MARKET—New York, July 15, 1924—The market as a whole has held steady during the 

past ten days with prices in most directions remaining nominally unchanged. Dealers in some quarters report a good 

business done for the account of manufacturers while others claim that the recent curtailment in the West has slowed 

up orders to a considerable degre« The general opinion of the trade is that with consuming interest at a minimum 

together with the usual quietness which prevails at this period of the year, little additional business will be placed until 

the fall. However, in face of a dull period prices have been well held by sellers and few price concessions have been 

made exes pt in case where immediate needs of buyers had to be met. 

ACCELERATORS ZZ (under 5 per cent ” Sulphuric, 60 degrees ton 9.00 @10.00 
MGEOED escococe0es ~ .07 @ 07% 66 degrees . ‘ ton 14.00 @15.00 

O Z Satna per cent . ‘ ; Tartaric, crystals ....lb 30 @— 
rganic leaded ) Se 06% @ 07% le 

Zinc Oxide—French Process Alkalies ener » wa ‘ 
Aldehyde White seal ib 12 @ Caustic soda, 76% cwt 3.76 @ 3.91 

ammonia, crystals t $ .90 @ 95 Greer sea] - Ib 10% @ Soda ash, 58% oo Cw. 2.04 @ 2.19 

Aniline oil, dru l7 @ 17 Red seal Ib o%~@ — 2 : 9% , 
Diphenylguaniding t 1 i @ 1.15 Yellows Oils : f f ' 

Excellerex, } 15 fa 40 Chrome, light 17 @ 18 Castor, No. 3, bbls. . .Ib 15 fa 15} 

Formaldehyde: Anilin« ' a l 12% dark and medium Ib 17 @ 18 Chinawood, bbis Ib 14 a Fe 
Hexamethylene-tetra ¢ t S2 6G 85 Cadmium Sulphide It 1.50 @ 1.60 ‘ peer” crude, bbls b 11 a 11 
Paraphenylenediamins t 155 @ Ocher. French Ib 024%@ 02% _ refined lb 1i2%@ 13 

Super-Sulphur No. 1 Ik 50 @ 60 domestic Ib 02 @ 02% Cottonseed, crude 9% @ 
Super-Sulphur No. 2 i 25 35 ; = Glycerine, . Ib 17 @ 17} 
Tetramethy! Lins« ed, Raw C.L gal 9 @ 

Thiuramdisulphids t 6.00 @ — Palm, Niger lb 0OT% @ 

Thiccarbanilide kege t 26%64@ 28 & — oe oa . — - | Lagos lb 07% a 

V ulcocene t 85 @ —_— Ce MPOL NDING INGREDIENTS Peanut,domestic,crude Ib 12%@ — 
Petroleum, amber ib 0O5%@ 

Aluminum Flake ton 25.00 @40.00 dark, amber lb 04%@ 04 

I ; hydrate light Ib 17 @ .18 | Pine, steam distilled .lb 60 @ .65 
nor gant Ammonia carbonate, Ib 13 @ 14% Rapeseed, refined gal 77 (@ .78 

A sbestine ton 15.00 @18.00 blown . — 6 a 98 

_ sublimed blue ' ll i Barium carbonate ....ton 68.00 @70.00 Rosin, first rectified gal i0 42 

mut white . 7A Denn BOGS. vavesetseve Ib. 05 @ .06 second rectified gal 45 a AT 
Litharge, domestic . l a Barytes southern off-color, ton 15.00 @18.00 Soya Bean, crude 1i24%@ 121 

Lime, Superfine . Ue (a 04 Western prime white ton 22.00 @23.00 Tar, commercial ral 0 @ 32 
Magnesia, calcined Imported ton 28.00 @33.00 ; 7 visit 

_ light ; 4 ; a oa Sasseee : Ib 04% @ : Resins and Pitches 
; aa light : a aa — ~_ =; f.o.b. works > ro Ms @ on Cumar resin, hard .. .Ib. .9 @ .10 

. pl arrara er ceeseces . /2 Us 4S ee ated oe .09 @ 10 

Chalk, precipitated, : . a Pe pieeede Ib 06 @ .07 
extra light Ib 04 Ly, fa Vo Tar Retort bbl 10.50 @11.00 

COLORS 7. heavy Ib 0O3%@ _  .04 kiln burned bbl 10.50 @11.00 ‘ : Clay , China, domestic, ton 12 os g a. a. Pitch, Burgundy Ib 65 @ .66 
ixle Ses oo suum 22.0 @ . - P . Blacks a. mids — 1200 ©2500 coal Ge cacscace ‘<r p 06 @ 08 

Arrow Aerflote } - i2 Fossil flour hey 03 G 05 R — = ; = »D o 0 @ 93.75 

Bone Black Ik 05%@ .07% |Gines, extra white .......Ib 22 @ .30 oe ge nen _ — = os 
Varbor . y @ 12 medium white nema 20 @ 26 ae ” =— a 
Drop lt 7T%G@ 10 cabinet Ib is @ 28 
Ivory t 156 @ 45 cabinet low grade Ib is @ 18 Solvents : 
Lamp i i2 @ 40 emman hone Ib 1. «4 14 Acetone, drums Ib 15 @ — 

Micronex I 09 @ 14 Graphite flake. bbis Ih 05 G og Alcohol, denatured, 

Bi amorphou It 04 @ .10 Ho. 1 bale gal i9 @ .53 mee : amorp s ..Ib ( : - . . — 

Cobalt " rn é | Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 a —- | = 907% . gal oe a on 

4 } ‘ bolted to 70.00 ,, . ure oe ~ (a 20 

Pru Ar , ’ sia . - “ ar A ar Carbon bisulphide Ib 06 @ 07 Ultramatr 2 . Liquid latex gal 125 @ 1.35 catiemahient in _ ~ ont 
Magnesia, carbonate Ib 08\%@ 08 % Di € . : nilin L a 07 

Browns Mica, powdered Ib 07 a 15 imethy/aniline Ib - a og 
Ir } ( rr : . 1 uw | Motor gasoline, m oxide 2% 6% | Rotten Stone (powdered) Ib 02%@ 04% ; . 

Sienna [taliar t 1 14% | Soapstone, powdered ton 15.00 )22.00 J steel bbls gal 20 1 — 

Umber, Turke t 1 7 4% | Starch, powdered ewt 17 @ 3.27 Naptha, V. M. & P. gal 19 G a 
Vandyke lomest 66 OUI Tal jomestic ton 15.00 @22.00 roluene : gal 31 a . 

Fr tor 20 00 D255 00 T urpentine, spirits gal s4 ! 85 
wee French. hich crad« ton 40.00 » 45.00 | wood gal 74 a 75 

= «1 Altea : taliar ton 50.00 255.00 Waxes 

nah , ferra Alba cwt 1.75 @ 1.90 Bayberry Ib 21 @ .22 
Co — 1 ripoli, white soem 02 a 02% Beeswax ib 13 a 45 

Whiting, commercial ewt 85 @ 1.15 Carnauba, No. 1 Ib 40 fa 41 

Reds er bolted .cwt 1.10 » 1.20 Ceresin, white Ib 10 @ 11 
ntimony English liffstone cwt 1.50 l Montan, crude Ib 0 l 06% 

: . ‘ Paris whiteAmerican cwt 1.25 » 1.50 Ozokerite, black Ib 26 @ 27 
| f 4 é Quaker ton 13.00 @15.00 green Ib 28 ; 29 

~ ex : 5 tor = OO (@ 16.00 Paraftine Ib 1%a 

al and sulpl Vood p XXX ton 35.00 l Sweet wax Ib 12 a 
free } 40 1 xX ton 25 ) 1 

India ‘ SUBSTITUTES 
Para toner , MINERAL RUBBER 

Red Oxide rn ljuced I 08 G 12 . ’ . ROK 9) 00 Black : ueuws Ib 8 G4 14 

pure 12 : 4 Gr es iat : MRD - 50 a - 54 00 White ..........44. .. Ib 10 @ 16 sited an ulated : ton ; 54.0 3 : y 
Toluidine é 2 2.1 est hedenesshen pooner oy > > 40.00 NN itt aardin tcoteaah ...lb 10 @ .15 
Ven - rec - Y Soft hydr arbon tor 30.00 40.00 Brown factice ... t 10 a 15 
Ver i } k 39 340 M. P. hydrocarbon hite factice . ! 4a 16 

: - - l. factory) .... ton 45.00 @50.00 

— . 3K 310 M. P. hydro 

Whites ayn, iaTbon (ci. factory) ton 40.00 @45.00 VULCANIZING INGREDIENTS 
Albalith } a 7 ynpro, granu ed. 

} } N : (facto ) ton 55.00 a7 . Aluminu ; i. R factory . Black hyposulphite Ib 25 L 26 
Lith po ° \ _ f Sulphur Chloride (dr s) Ib 04 a 05 

Zinc Oxide—American Process . a Sulphur flour 
j Q ° ° ~ 

XX re : ‘ SOFTENER: Commercial bags, cewt 1.35 @ 1.70 
Ke x . : z dcids / cae ; e bbls. cwt 1.70 @ ome 

black la 7 t 1% 11 *s Acet 28% ewt $12 r Superfine, bags, ecwt 2.00 @ 2.40 

I r * l “s Cresylic, 97% ga 63 } ) a bbls cwt 2.40 @ perl 

ron os 78 95% 61 f 100% pure, refined 
American Az Muriatic 20% cwt 90 @ 1.00 | bags : ows 225 @ 2.55 

Z (lead fre : 4G 08 % Nitr 36 degrees cwt 4.25 @ 4.50 bbls a cwt 2.50 @ 2.80 
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Crude Rubber 
snneeecenzesnences 

New York, July 15, 1924 

An advance in prices and an increase 
in consuming interest on the part of 
manufacturers has featured the crude 
rubber market during the past ten days 
and considerable activity has taken place 
in spite of the fact that July and August 
usually constitute a quict period in evéry 

year. Recent advices from London re- 
port that dealers in that market believe 
that the tire cut recently put into effect 
over here will materially help consump- 
tion of raw material and they look for 
this year to be an exception in consump- 
tion. With London stocks steadily de- 
creasing and a further five per cent cut 
in the present exportable allowance con- 
templated, many anticipate an advance in 
price to ls 3d before the summer is over. 

Reports coming from the Akron dis- 
trict tend to create a more optimistic 

feeling among the trade here as a whole. 
No further curtailment on the. part of 
tire plants has been noted and from all 
sections of the country more favorable 
reports have been received in tire sales 
due to the reduction in prices, considerab- 
ly brightening the hopes of many that a 
dent is being made in the surplus stock 
of 18,000,000 tires which will necessitate 
the majority of large consumers coming 
into the market for supplies. This would 
seem to be verified in no small way by 
the fact that a considerable increase in 
orders for large sized quantities of raw 
material have been placed during the past 

two weeks tor the account of large fac- 
tors in the tire industry. 

On the 28th and 30th of June the usual 
summer dullness featured the market with 
a little seattered buying interest dis- 
played by consumers and dealers. Sell- 
ers held the spot and Aug. Sept. positions 

at 184e and 18%4¢ respectively with few 
takers, while London and Singapore re- 
ported those centers as dull and un- 
changed. On the 2nd the market ad- 

vaneed lye to 19¢ on spot with 19126 re- 

ported done in one direction. Consider- 

able buying activity was noted by manu- 
facturers with the spot and Aug./Sept. 
positions coming in for the greater 

amount of trading. 

News from. the Far East that the 

British Colonial office had turned down 
the new agency plan because it did not 
provide for cooperation with producers ot 
Dutch and wild rubber, had already been 
liscounted by the trade. 

Over the holidays prices remained un- 
changed with Singapore reporting a 3d 
rise due to betterment abroad but not due 
to any concentrated buying interest there. 
Sellers were holding firm at 10d for the 
nearby position. At the start of the week 
prices received a little set back of ! y¢ ON 

all positions due to the poor .demand 
against too many offerings, but on the 
following day with closing London cables 
showing a steady tone with a slight ad- 
vanee, this market in sympathy regained 
its lost ground of the previous day. 

THE RUBBER AGE 

Many factors reported doing nearby busi- 
ness at 195ge while first latex crepe sold 
in a fair quantity way at 20'%4c¢ showing 
a premium of one cent over ribs. 

A sensational advance in the market 
took place on the 12th with ribs quoted 
as high as 22¢ spot in many directions. 
With London eables showing an advance 

of %¢d over the previous night’s close, 
local dealers became buyers of all posi- 
tions while manufacturers were bidders 
for spot, July and August arrivals. 
Singapore recorded an advance of 4d 
during the day’s trading while the local 

market reacted to a closing price of 215¢¢ 

spot showing a gain of one cent over the 
preceding day. On the 15tk after a slight 
recession in prices on the preceding day 
the market again advanced to a new high 
level for the month with spot reported 
done at 215%4¢ in several directions. 

NEW YORK MARKET 

Plantations— 
Ribbed Smoked Sheets 

Spot 

July be 

July-September 
Oct.- Dec 

First Latex, crepe, spot 4 
Amber Crepe No. 1, spot 21%@ 

No. 2, 21%@ 
No. 3, - 214\4@ 

m4 17% @ - 

Brown Crepe, Rolled : 19%@ 
Clean, thin 21\4@ 

Speck; 20%@ 

Scrap, Colombo No. 1 as a 

Pontianac 
Prime Pressed kesea 12 fa —_ 
Palembang . O7T%@ -—- 
Bangermassin . ‘ .07 @ — 

Sarawak =e 06% @ - 

Paras— 
Up-river Fine 22 @ 

Medium 18 @ 

Coarse 14%@ 

Islands, fine 174 @ 

= medium 17T4%@ - 
coarse 16% (a 

Cameta 12%@ 
Madeira Fine 22%@ 
Acre Bolivian, fine 19 @ 
Cut Beni Bolivian, fine 22 @ 

Tapajos, fine Is\4@ 

Xingu Ball 12%@ 

Caucho Ball 
Upper, shipment 144@ 

Centrals— 
Central, scrap. prime i 12%@ 13 

Corinto, scrap : 12%@ 13 

Esmeralda, sausage at 12% @ .13 
Guayule, w and d : 22%@ 

Africans 
Benezuela, No. 1 12 @ - 

' No. 2 . 11 (a —_— 

Congo, upper, black 18s @ 

rec l7%@ 

Kassai, Prime Red 16%@ 

Balata 
Black, Columbia ; , 19 @ 51 

Cuidad , ‘ 62 @ 63 
Surinam, sheet 73 a 75 

Gutta Percha 
Siak . ; nike 17 @ 

Red Macassar er ae 2.80 @ 3.00 

Chicle 
Mexican, Yucatan . 63 @ 65 

LONDON MARKET 

Standard Ribbed Smoked Sheets 
Spot 11 %, d 

July 11% 

July-Sept 11% 
Oct.-Dec, 24.5 3 ate ee a 12% 

SINGAPORE MARKET 
Standard Ribbed Smoked Sheets 

Spot a 10 %d 
July- Sept were pewe 1] 
July beRch Geese oan a6 eRNSs baba 11 
WORM. “canes «vost eeecdcey 11% 
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Chemicals 
PIPPPEIII SLITS 

Basofor—A heavy demand on the part 
of manufacturers has featured this mar- 
ket for the past few days but no change 
in price is noted. Reports are that the 
available supply of this grade now on 
hand is exceedingly small as compared 
with the demand. To-day’s price is 
quoted in most directions at .0414¢ per 
pound. 

Sulphur—Prices in this market have 
shown little change during the past ten 

days. Dealers report a _ fair routine 
business placed for the account of manu- 
faeturers with $1.35 done for Commercial 
flour per 100 pounds and $2.00 for super- 
fine. 

Reclaimed Rubber 
New York, July 15, 1924 

Little change has taken place in the re- 
claimed market during the past ten days 
and prices remain nominally unchanged 
in most directions. Inasmuch as_ this 
period of the year is usually a quiet one, 
little additional business is anticipated 
for some weeks to come but the tone of 

the market is firm with few concessions 
being made by dealers. Manufacturers 
are not yet inclined to make commitments 
beyond their present requirements and 
what orders have been placed have been 
for quantities of such small size that they 
have had little stimulating affect upon 
the market. Prices are as follows: 
Floating Tube : 13 @ 13% 
Friction, uncured wees I8%@ 19 
Boots and Shoes (unwashed) .. 09 @ 09% 
Boots and Shoes (washed) .... 12%@ 13 

Mechanical ... bases 09 @ 09% 
ee snares rrr Oo9OK%a 10 

Tires, truck . ; ; cae O7T% @ 08 
Tires, auto, black 09 @ 09% 

Black (washed) . 10 @ 10% 
ae , 13\4%@ 13% 

Dark Gray : 09\%@ 
Light Gray ... ierws : 10% @ 

Scrap Dubber 
New York, July 15, 1924 

Sinee our last issue prices in the mar- 
ket for serap rubber remain practically 
unchanged with few orders of any con- 

siderable size placed for the account ot 
manufacturers. The steady advance in 
erude rubber which has taken place dur 
ing the past ten days has had to date no 
noticeable affect on this market and will 
not have according to dealers until the 
price for the erude product has reached 
a level considerably above the present 
one. The old story of consumers buying 
from hand to mouth still holds good and 

no startling increase in business is looked 
for during the remainder of this month. 
Prices are as follows: 
Auto tire peelings .......... .00% @ .00 % 

Standard White auto ....ton 13.00 @14.00 

ows tevadsaees ton 9.00 @10.00 

me, a, A BUTE ee ton 6.00 @ 7.00 
Clean solid truck tires ...... 00K 00 % 

Boots and shoes . 7 twat O1L*% @ .01% 
Arctics, untrimmed ......... 00 % @ 00% 

Aretics, trimmed ........ 24 .00 % @ 01 

emer Gane, 2 B csises ccs .03 % @ 03% 

Inner tubes, compounded .... 01% @ .02 
Inner tubes, red ...... eevce 01% @ 01% 

Battery jars, clean hard rubber 00% @ 01 

Air Brae Bese ....ccc0% ton 10.00 @11.00 
Rubber Hose sees ones ton 7.00 @ 8.00 
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ket but ittie actuai selling has been ac 

complished Many in the trade look tor 

a considerable shortage in stocks during 
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owned by consumers and sent on con 
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nrmer market with prices weil held by 

sellers 

S.iAEETINGS 

40-inch 2.50-yard | 16 a 

ivvinch 2.95-yard | i4 a 14% 

bv-inch 15-yard yd l4\4@ 

40-inch 4.60-yard yd ll“%@ 

40-inch >-yard d 10% @ 10% 
40-inch 4.25-yard d i» @ 

DUCKS 
Belting I 3 1 

tiose t is 1 

bnameling ib 44 @ 4s 

Shoe Vucks ib 46 @ .53 
Single filling 2 » (a 22% 

Vouble filling t yp t 24% 

BURLAPS 

(Carioad Low) 

i ounce 40-inch ; t 6.05 

‘ ounce bunch 49 y 6.10 

lv ounce 4 neh s i 

Lv ounce tuounen a 

DRILLS 
37-inch 2 ard d 14 a 

cinch ard Ld % 

iJ-ineh 25-yar i l 4 (a lz '% 

ssunch »4.5u-jyard ya AZ (wW 

Ji-inch 38.¥5-yard ! j a 10% 

ineh 7T-or ince % 

4 inch ) ce l 4 16 

ry. 

Trade Marks 
UNI Lula 

(Sub [ } val ' ya abort 

KWIK-ON-AN-OFI N ] \ ~ wder's 

~~ bit Y Y | ire 

Valve i i ‘ t i ) i t 

ele 

ARCH STRENGTH N Cleveland 

Shoe Manutfact ( { ial Unio 

Oxfords and eather rubber and 

fabri eathe and and fabri and 

leather 

ARCH REBUILDER—) l \ KF 

Little ( I is hoes and 

ippers mad I } eather 

canvas, rubber or ate 1 

ARC rn KeJU ve NALOR ] 61 \ I 

lattle ¢ I : B shoes and 

Silppers na n part Di eathe 

” a rubber aterial 

ARCH RENEWER N Ls 62 A I 

ttle ( Lynn, ‘ 8 : hoes and 

pope a I ' part leather, 

cauvas, rubber or aterial 

ARCH ReVIVER N Bat \ Little 

Co., Lyn Ma ho« snd slippers 

nade wh < [ eather anvas 

rubber o xtile ate : 

VSTIKON No. 19 l Auburn Rubber Co 

Auburn, Ind Rubber soles for boots and 
shoes 

THE RUBBER AGE 

BANNER No. 194,507 

mpstead and 
for dre 

American Hard 

New York, N. ¥ 

4 ornamenting an¢ 

H 

rubber comb sin 

leaning the hair 
Vot aubiect to postion 

ATRA-WEAR—No, 1> 5,0¢ Storer Rubber ¢ 

Losto Vlas Rubber ater bottles, syringes 
tub pipes catheters sheeting ice aps 

cushions, breast pumps, surgical gloves, ab 

i id urgical bands, and redu g 

JUNE 10, 1924 

Nuhiect to pnostion thi 0 daya ab 

date 

DESIGN (consisting of the letter “S’’ and two 
small rectangles so arranged as to form a 

square ) No 164,563 Seiberling Rubber 

Co., Akron Ohio Elastic tires composed 

wholly or in part of rubber, auto tire flaps 

reliners, strap-on boots, adjustable blow it 

patches vaive patches, camel back repair 

kits for tires and tubes ind inner tubes for 

pneumatic tires 

NU-TRED—No. 171,919 untington Rubber 
Mills, Portland, Oreg Retreaded automobil 

tires of rubber and fabric 

DESIGN (consisting of the representation of a 

del containing the words “Goodyear Rub 

ber Company, Gold Medal Wilkes-Barre 

Pa.')—-No. 192,117 Sheet-rubber patches 
and tire-repair kits 

INSTANT-WELD—No 192,250 Joseph J 

Fuchs doing business a Tourists Pride 

Manufacturing Co Minneapolis Minn 

Rubber repair oucfits comprising rubber sur 

face buffers, rubber sheeting, and rubber 
‘ nent 

PASCO (in a diamond) No. 192,453 P \ 
Sawyer & Co., Ine New York, N. Y Boots 

and shoes of leather, fab@ec and combinations 

of leather and rubber, of leather and fabric, 
rubber 

193,947 New Y 

New York, N y 

fiber 

and fabric and 

rHERMOLITE—No 

« Packing Co 

of rubber and 

rk Belting 

Packing 

Not subject to oppos.tii 

WRIGHT No 185,342 The MeKone Tire & 

Rubber Co Millersburg, Ohio Tires made 
of rubber and fabric 

JUNE 17, 1924 

Subject to opposition thin 30 days of above 

date 

MINIMAX No. 179,149 Edgar Handley, doing 

Bros., Bradford 
} condensor rul 

Edgar Handley 

roller 

business 

Eng Leather 

ber lea hers, 

AS 

SKINS, ) 

etc 

STRINGO—No Stringo Co. Berg & 

Bilde, Goitenborg, Sweden Solution of rub 

ber for repairing rubber goods 

DESIGN (consisting of an oval containing the 

words Dr. Burger's rihopedic shoes, health 

and comfort’’) No. 191,596 Luis Burger 

New York, N y Shoes made of lea her 

muslin, canvas, silk, velvet and rubber 

DESIGN (consisting of the representation of an 

Indian's head and the name and address of 

the company in a circle) No. 192,628 La 
Crosse Rubber Mills Co La Crosse Wis 

Boois and shoes entirely or partly of rubber 

BENISOLE No 193,979 Charles E Wood 

Ine New York N y Rubber soles and 

heels 

JUNE 24, 1924 

Nuhieot 7# oppositio th 0 dayua of above 

date 

Awe No. 136,051 American Wholesale Corp 

Baltimore Bargain House), Baltimore, Md 

Braids, tapes, ivory bone, rubber and base 
etal buttons et 

rAUKO No 185,727 Taunt Rubber Co 

Taunton, Mass Rubber taps, rubber soles 
rubber heels 

DESIGN consisting of the representation of a 

flowered pane No iVi,l2l Cammevyer 

N York, N. ¥ Shoes of leather, rubber 

fabri or combinations of ich nateriail 

NERGY N 194,185 Hamilton Rubber Ma 

acturing Co., Trenton, N } Stear hose 

ind air hose made of a ombinat f rut 

ber, duck. and cotton braidir 
DESIGN onsisting fa onventionalized ross 

mtaining the rd Merit label N 

194,364 Miller-Lerch She Mfg ( 

nbus Ohio Shoes of leather and 0 

binations of cloth, rubber and leather 

CONDUFORM No 195,975 Metropolitar De 
vice Cory Brooklyr N y Rubber tubing 

VARSITY No. 196,318 Harr Rudginsk do 

g business as Va ty Cord Tire ¢ Akron 

0 ind Bos Mass Resil t ! e 
tire and inner tui f rubber r rubber 

and fabri 

I} y N 19 B rie If¢ ( I 

N York N \ tednecit gar ts of 

rubb her at al r the abdor 

b or ther portions of e n 
l 

Not sw ¢ ? oppositior 

YALI No. 185,949 The Yale Tire & Rubber 

( New Haven, Conr Rubber antomobile 

From 

July 25, 1924 

Rubber Patents 
JUNE 3, 1924 

1,496,086 Pneumati tire casir Willis E 

Gilmore, Euclid, O} 
1.496.114 Pneumati tire Clarence E Bon 

ner New York N y , aSSIZnOr to Rennobec 

Co Dover, Del 

1,496,164 Tire carcass Howard I! Morris, 

Los Angeles, Cal assignor to the Cord Tire 

Machine Ce Cleveland, Ohio 

1,496,191 Pneumatic tire casing spreader Ira 

A. Weaver and Rolla G. Stoehr, Springfield 

Ill., assignors to the Weaver Manufacturing 
Co., Springfield, Il 

1,496,255 Reducing brassiere Blanche Cer 

velli, San Francisco, Cal 
1,496,620 Machine and process for or mixing 

masticating rubber and like material David 

R. Bowen and Carl F. Schnuck Ansonia, 

Conn assignors to Farrel Foundry & Ma 
chine Co, Ansonia, Conr 

1,496,761 Tire valve. Lemon Greenwald, Akron, 

Ohio, assignor to the Firestone Tire & Rub 

ber Co., Akron, Ohio 

JUNE 10, 1924 
1,497,112. Apparatus for vulcanizing rubber 

goods Patrick Millar Matthew, Edinburgh, 
Scotland 

1,497,130 Repair patch for pneumatic tires 

Robert J. Bell, Richmond, Va., assignor to 

Virginia-Carolina Rubber Co., Richmond, Va 
1,497,121 Tire patch Powel Crosley, J?.. Ci 

cinnati, Ohio, assignor to Virginia-Carolina 

Rubber Co., Richmond, Va 

1,497,146 Vulcanization of rubber-latex 

Frederick Kaye, Ashton-on-Mersey, 

1,497,155 Armored tire 

Pagella, St. Louis, 

paper 

Eng 

pneumeti Gennaro 

Mo 

1,497,219 Rubber cushion socket for thigh legs 
Philip A. Martino, Boston, Mass 

1,497,404 Res.lient w heel Harry M Patch 

Seattle, Wash 
1,497,584 Pneumati« tire Louis Francis 

Petey, Rhinelander, Wis 

1,497,592 Mold for making hollow rubber ar 

ticles Fred Thomas Roberts, Upper Mont 

Paramount Rubber 

Inec., Philadelphia, Pa 

JUNE 17, 1924 

1,497,752 Tire vulcanizing apparatus 
Hopkinson, New York, N. Y 

clair, N. J., 
Consolidated, 

assignor to 

Ernest 

1,498,017 Self-healing tire inlay composition 
Colin Ross Crombie and James Beveridge 

Smith, Edinburgh, Scotland, assignors to J 

P. Cochrane & Co., Ltd., Edinburgh, Scot 
land 

1.498,051 Tire William E McKune, Los 

Anceles, Cal., assignor by cirect and mesne 

assignments, of one-half to R. P. Congdon, 
Los Angeles, Cal 

143 Self-sealing ; H 
Allyn, Philadelphia, 

tire tute 
Pa 

Harley 

198,175 Tire valve Henry P. Kraft, Ridge 

wood, N. J. and Maximilian ( Schweinert 
New York, N Y 

1,498,222 Method of heating vulcanizers Her 

bert Addison Woofter Swampscott Mass., 
assignor to Thomson |! Welding Co.. 

Lynn, Mass 

1,498,306 Flat-tire signal Henry F Shrop- 

shire, San Wernardines, Cal 

1,498,336 Vehicle-wheel tire ar casing Jo- 
sevh H. Wright, Racine, Wi assignor to 

Racine Anto Tire Co Racine. Wis 

1,493,359 Tire mounting Albert F Finch, 
roulminville, Ala 

1,498,518 Rim Burgess Darrow Akron, Ohio, 

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., to the 

Ohio 
assignor 

Akron, 

New Incorporations 
NEW YORK 

Excello Rubber Co In Waterproof clothing 
Capital $59,000 Ir orporator Benja nin \ 

Cohen, C. A. Cohen and I. FE. Nasaw Principal 
office New York N y 

Queens Tire Store, Ih Capit $1 00 Ir 

yrporators, Alva E. Lindal Ebba Lindahl, both 
f William J 

Quee I 

7 Fifth Ave Astoria, L. I and 
reamer, Corona, L. | t ‘ 

Y 

J y Cray ord rire ( Cay ’ 20,000 

Incorporators, J. Y. Crawford, V D iggard 

Walter Stokes Jr Garland S. Mo and Harry 

Ford Principal Nashvil Te 

rEXAS 
'rebl f Cushion Tire Co Capital $ 00 

Incorporaiors, J. 3S. Baldy Ollie Huffman and 

Grahan Stearns Prir val office Houston 

CAPITAL IN¢ REASES 

H H Allyn Rubber ({ orp., Norwich, Conn 

From $500,000 to $750,000 

Delaware Tire & Rubber Co., Wilmington, Del 
$20,000 to $100,000 


